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WAA Sports Review 
Wednesday, 7:30 P. M. tteacbers <tollege 1RCwa St. Patrick's Day Dance Friday, 8 O'clock P.M. 
"TElA. THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" 
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.TUR ER INTRODUCES $550;000 El GYMNASIUM BILL 
High School Press Group Meets Here Would Allow for New Science and 
Gym Structures Year Books and 
Newspapers Are 
Session Topics 
Minor L. Smith and H. L. Wil-
liamson of Springfield Are 
Principal Speakers. 
DANCE ENDS MEETING 
The Eastern Illinois High School 
Press Association met here Saturday 
evening with about 50 delegates pres-
.................................•.................. 
With Globe Players 
Heads Selected 
For 1936 News 
And Warbler 
Alexander Summers, Dorothy 
Bonham, Vincent Kelly and 
Charles Austin Named Heads. 
WILSON HEADS PUBLICITY 
. .........•......•.•••.............................. 
Shakespearean Actor Inadequate Gymnasium Build-
ing of Theodore Roosevelt Era, 
But Still in Use, May Go. 
ACTION IS AWAITED 
Representative James M. Turner of 
Marshall last Wednesday introduced 
into _the House of Representatives 
House Bill No. 561, which calls for an 
appropriation of $550,000 for the con-
struction and equipment of a new 
gymnasium and a science building at 
EI. 
Publication heads for the school 
year 1935-36 were selected at a meet-
ing of the Board of Publications 
Thursday afternoon. Dorothy Bonham 
and Alexander Summers will edit the 
ent for the roundtable discussions, · Warbler and News, respectively, while Plans for the gymnasium include a 
principal t alks of the evening by Minor Vincent Kelly was chosen business stage and facilities which will permit 
L. Smith and H. L. Williamson ·C·f manager of the News and Charles Aus- the building to be used as an audi-
Springfield , and the News frolic in the tin for the same office of the Warb- torium. It will have built-in balconies 
gymnasium. Because of conflicting ler staff. All successful applicants are and have a seating capacity of from 
district basketball tournaments and juniors in the college this year. Ap- 2,500 to 3,000. The science structure 
other events, only a fraction of the plications were most numerous for the will be similar to the one at State 
member schools were present. Robin-· business managing offices, six bids be- NoTmal. 
son headed the. out-of-town repre- IRENE TEDROW ing received f·o:r the News post. CARL BENTON REID The present EI gymnasium, com-
sentations with 16 delegates. oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo .. oo.. Take Offices Next Fall pleted back in the days when Theo-
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• dore Roosevelt was president, is re-
The association was organized last The newly elected Warbler heads will 
year by the News at a convention in Women's Glee succeed Kathryn Walker, editor, and nowned throughout the Illinois Inter-
the spring. The roundtable meeting John Wyeth, business manager of the sports Pageant collegiate Athletic conference as the 
"cracker-box." Visiting athletes have 
Saturday marked the first meeting Club Featured I·n 1935 publication. Vincent Kelly fol- T B p d 0 t been known to apply other less praise-of the group since that time. Margaret lows Leallyn Clapp, who will be grad- e resen e worthy epithets. 
Servey editor of the Blue and Gold Vesper Concert uated in June. summers continues in ' · ' Q W d d EI's pseudo-gym is 67 feet by 31 
section of the News, is president of "the editor's easy chair" of the News, n e nes ay feet and is used by both men and 
the organization. his candidacy being uncontested. women. Macomb, Carbondale, and 
Th · was opened with Mrs Nor McNet'll Is Featured as It was also announced last week fol-e evenmg round- . a WAA Will Present Illustrations of j Normal each have gymn. asiu~ space 
tabk discussion in separate rooms Solo1\1t·· ,_·n Fourth !~unday Pro- lowing the Board meeting that Roy 90 f t b 200 f t 1 d th ~ ...., Women's Athletics Since Open- ee, Y . ee , Inc u Ing e 
from 7:30 to 8 o'clock for editors and I gram. Wilson will head the publicity depart- j ing of Nineteenth Century. women s gymn~smm. bt>Usiness managers of school papers and ment of the News next year. He sue- Such a restncted space does not 
Yyear books. Heads of the News and The fourth Vesper concert was pre- ceeds Harold Cottingham, who has permit the physical education author-
d . · th t ·t· thr h t t The Women's Athletic Association is warbler presided over these discus- sented by the Girls' Glee club sunday serve m a posi wn oug ou he ities at EI to teach students what they 
current year sponsoring fl. sports review to be given 
sions. afternoon at 4 o'clock in the college · in the oollege auditorium at 7:30 p. m. should have according to the State 
The talks given by Mr. Smith and I auditorium. Three solo numbers were Have Had Considerable Experience law and as prospective teachers of the Wednesday. The Sports review will 
Mr. Wiliamson were heard in the re- 1 
included on the program. The three All newly elected heads have had t k th 1 f th 1 W children of Illinois. The students a e e p ace o e annua AA 
ception room. Mr. Smith, year book preceding vesper concerts featured the considerable experience in their chosen Open House. must be taught what takes the least 
director of the Hartman-Jefferson band and orchestra, the College Trio, fields, both in high school and at EI. space. 
M. B h The program is intended briefly to Printing co., of Springfield, has the and the Men's Glee club. Large au- Iss on am, Warbler editor-elect, , . The late Sol Handy, representative 
contract for the Warbler this year. He diences have attended these Sunday was on the staffs of the annual and tell the story of w?men s athl~tlCs from Marshall, introduced an EI gym-
recounted the qualities schoo·l-edited features. newspaper at Decatur high school. I from about the opemng of th~ nme- nasium bill into the third special ses-
"' k h ld t · t tt · H Since enrolling at EI she has been an I tee~th century. As the ~tory I_s read, sion last March, only to have it die year IJ'oo s s ou s nve o a am. e In addition to the Glee club's por- . 1 varwus groups of WAA girls W1ll pre-
warned against schools abandoning tton of the program, Louise McCord ~c~Ive member of the News staff and I sent short skits to illustrate the high in committee. 
and Mary Little sang one selection, this year added work on the Warbler I lights. Ballroom dancing of the early Complete details concerning the 
l . t 'll cramped conditions for physical educa-Marguerite Iknayan played a piano <Continued on Page lO) 1800's, ca IS henic dn s, the work of 
solo, and Mrs. Nora McNeill sang a so- g'irls in colleges of that day are anum- tion at EI will be printed in an early 
issue of the News. prano solo. o o • ber of the features promised by the 
(Continued on Page 10) 
Illinois Tax System 
Is Discussion Topic The complete program was as fol- Spring Regis'tration club. There will be a croquet Rttmt, 
1 
l-ows: FI"gures s t R d riding, bicycling, baseball, tennis, arch- Student Management 
e ecor ery, swimming. basketball, and banet. A . 
LeRoy Gruenewald will speak be-l Hear Us 0 Lord-W. A. Mozart, God -- All of these illustrations will be in Is dopted at Lair 
· fore the Forum group Thursday night l of All Nat:rre - Tshaik?wsky (Girls' Enrolment for the Spring quarter as I the costume of the day. The final ---
at 7:30 o'clock in room 6 on "Tax Glee club ) , At the Cloister Gate- announced at the close of last week was I number of the program will depict With the approval of the Dean of 
Problems in Illinois." Wilbert cum- Grieg (Louise McCord and Mary Lit- 826, a decrease of 36 from the Winter WAA athletics of today. Men the Panther Lair was placed on 
mins, president of the organization, tle, soloists and the club); Dance term total. However, t~e figure _is I To wind up the evening's attrac- a studen~ ~anagement basis last we.ek. 
urges all students and faculty mem- Nigre--Scott, Lotus Land-Scott, Valse larger than for any Sprmg term m tions the annual basketball game bE>- It was decided at the house meetmg 
bers interested in the topic to attend -Levitski (Piano solo by Marguerite history, as President R. G. Buzzard I twee~ women of the faculty and the Tuesday to e.lect a house president and 
the meeting and be prepared to join Iknayan); Calm Be They Sleep-Boble pointed out in chapel Thursday. I WAA All-stars will be held in the _?raw up fl. .li~t of house r~es ~overn­
in the discussion afterward. Cain, Come Down Laughing Stream- Enrolment totals for seven previous gymnasium. mg the pnvileges and obligatwns of 
Chief items to be discussed in Mr. let-Gilbert Spross (Girls' Quartet); Spring quarters were as follows: 1929- Martha Milholland will be in charge roomers. The house will be run strlct-
Gruenwald 's talk are: brief history of Mountains-Rasbach, The Wind's in the 633, 1930----560, 1931-641, 1932-620, of the pageant depicting early women's ly unde~ stude?t m~nagement m.1 a 
taxation in Illinois, the revenue ar- South Today-Prindle Scott( Soprano 1933-811, 1934-804. Therefor·e the to- athletics; Fern Tait will head the cooperative .bas1s. Vmcent Kelly was 
ticle in .the constitution of 1870, the solo by Mrs. Nora McNeill, ace-om- tal in 1935 represents an increase of group bringing athletics up to the eleFcted president under the new pla.~. 
t t d th . 1. panied by Mrs. Zay Wamsley); Dusk in 
1
22 over the same period last year. En t d R t'· t·ckets Wl'll or the past three months the Lair assessmen sys em an e mequa 1- - presen ay. ecrea 1on 1 h b . 
ties of the general property tax, and June-Beach, The Little Damosel- rolment has increased 28:86 per cent 1 admit and only those presenting them as ~en run on an experrmental co-
the lack of constituti'onal limitations Novelle (The Club ) · over the total in 1931. · ·ll b ·tt d t tt d operative plan. Its apparent success I WI e permi e 0 a en · as a cooperative house convinced the 
upon local taxing bodies. Following -~----------~• administration that it could be con-
this account of the Illinois taxing set- Higher Degrees Are Art Club Schedules tinued successfully. 
up as is, the speaker will propose some S d b B d HISTORY TEACHER Gl M k" At the meeting plans were discussed 
remedial measures, including an in- uggeste y oar GIVES PEMBERTON Talk on ass a Ing for remodeling the second floor of the 
come tax and a classified property tax. 'PAT ON THE BACK' Lair. Otho Quick was appointed to 
Experiences of other states with these A proposal that the five Illinois "The Art ·Of Making Glass" is the draw up plans for a dormatory. If 
forms of taxation will be cited. state Normal schools be equipped to Fond parents! Send your girls subject of a talk to be giv·en by Miss the plans meet with the approval of 
MISS ELLEN A. FORD 
LEAVES FOR SYRACUSE 
Miss Ellen A. Ford, dean emerita, 
last fortnight &old her residence on 
Sixth street to Harold M. Cavins of the 
Science department. She has return-
ed to her former home in Syracuse, 
N. Y . 
Dean Ford was a member of EI's 
first teaching staff, having come here 
35 years ago with the late President, 
L. C. Lord. She served as Dean of the 
College up until her resignati·on last 
spring. Prior to taking up her duties 
as Dean she was head of the Latin de-
partment. 
give a master's degree to save gradu- to Pemberton Hall. A member Gay Anderson at the Art club meet- the administration, the house will be 
ates from being demoted to rural dis- of the history department made ing Friday evening. The meeting is remodeled during the summer vaca-
tricts because of a deficiency in train- t'h.e interesting discovery at the scheduled for 7:10 p. m. in the tion. 
ing was made by Dr. w. P. Morgan, end of the winter quarter that geography room. 
president of Western State, at Ma- the Pemberton Hall students do A collection of glassware with de- FRENCH CLUB MEMBERS 
comb, at a meeting of the Normal better work in classes, on the signs including dew-drop, thumb-print, PLAN REORGANIZATION 
School Board in Chicago on February average, than other students. cable, ana hob-nail patterns will be a 
19. This teacher has three sections feature of the talk. 
An effort to pension Francis G. of a history course with 96 stu- Miss Anderson, the granddaughter of 
Blair, state superintendent of public dents enrolled. Twelve of them a pioneer attorney of Charleston, has 
live at the Hall. Their winter b c lle t' 1 f instruction for twenty-eight years, een o c mg g assware or a num-
failed. Before Mr. Blair would be term grade point average was ber of years. Her collection consists 
eligible for pension it would be nee- 1.67• while that of the 84 other of antique and modern pieces, and 
essary to appoint him professor emer- students was 1.19· Evidently, includes pressed and blown glassware. 
itus of a normal schoo·l with which he remarks the instructor, the Hall This is another in a series of meet-
has not been connected for twenty- has the true academic atmos- ings featuring talks. 
five years, a step which did not seem phere. The Science club is to be the guest 
practical to the board. of the Art club at this meeting. 
Former and present members of the 
French club will meet this Tuesday 
afternoon at 3:45 for the purpose of 
laying plans for reorganization of that 
foreign language group. A general lack 
of interest this year has resulted in 
few meetings and little activity. 
One of the purposes of the meet-
ing this afternoon will be to set a 
date-probably within the next week-
for reorganization of the club. 
Izaak Walton Program 
Thursday Morning IDIJr ~lur nub ~nlb Nrms French Club Meeting Thursday, 7:30 p. m. 
"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID" 
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Senior Class to Attend CaseyV.ocational 
Meeting Sponsored by School Masters 
!ilil!!!ll!! lllll!ll l l lll l!! !!li!l!ll!l!!l!! l llllil!!il!!lll!!!lllllll!!!i!li!ll!lll!i!ii!ILJ!.!!!I!III!illli!!ii!l!!i!!illlii!!!!iamnnnnmmp 
E~itn~ialltt: 
Faculty Members from EI and 
University of Illinois to Speak 
on All-Day Program. 
In a special meeting with the sen-
ior class Monday, Mr. Rothschild dis-
cussed plans for the whole class to 
attend a state conference at Casey to 
help students select a vocation. This 
guidance conference is to be sponsor-
ed by the Eastern Illinois School Mas-
ters C1ub and will be held April !J. 
The day's program is to open with 
registration at. 9 a. m . and a general 
assembly until 9: 50. Following this, 
students may attend class hour dis-
cussions on whatever vocation they are 
interested in. Faculty members from 
this teachers' college and from the 
University of Illinois will discuss en-
gineering, fine and appl'ied arts, ·com-
m erce and business, agriculture, home 
economics, chemistry and chemical 
engineering, law, medicine (including 
dentistry and pharmacy) , journali.sm, 
teaching, and other professions sU,ch 
as library, min'istry, etc. 
These discussions will be in pro-
gress all afternoon, so that the stu·· 
dents will have opportunity to attend 
several. At 3 :50 another general as-
sembly will ibe held and an address 
on "Life at College" will be given. 
Approximately 1600 seniors in 13 
ot her counties have been invited, and 
this inv'itation has been extended to 
parents and others interested in the 
Guidance Conference. 
Senior Class Lays 
Plans for Banquet 
"A class divided cannot stand, but 
a dollar divided will pay your class 
dues!" 
-and the class of '36 .even advocate-
holding out on Sunday school pen-
nies as the time for the annual Jun-
'ior-Senior Banquet draws nearer. 
Claude Durgee, class president, 
states that the popular cry of '·Eat 
at the U. S. Grant and dance at the 
Mattoon Country Club" will be drop-
ped in favor of the good old gym un-
less all dues are paid and extra mon-
ey is raised. 
!!i@.iiiiiiiiiiiilllll~!!i~llill!ll l! l~llll!!l!l l~!l!lllilli~lll!!!!!!l~!llll!!ll!l~l!llli i!!l~!l!lllll!!~!!ll!l!llli~l!!lllll!l~!l!llll!li~lll!!l!li!!~lll!llil!l~lll!!i!!l!!l 
The high school student's attitude 
toward the very studious members of 
the student body is at times a deplor-
able one. One senses a supercilious 
lift of the eye-brows when one of the 
so-called "grinds" makes another of 
his or her perfect recitations. One 
wonders if the grind is never to have 
his winning-if he is always to be held 
up to scorn and ridicule; if there is 
nothing to be said for his efforts to 
excel -in something. 
Do . his comrades ridicule the •;uper-
athlete, the man who puts his time 1n-
to developing his prowess on the foot-
ball field or basketball floor and llE'-
glects his studies miserably? No, tll<tt 
student is praised and lauded to the 
skies ancl set up before the student 
During class meeting in the first pe- body as the "real fellow," the school's 
riod Monday, a plan was formulated benefactor, the honor man, while the 
to sponsor a motion picture on a com- one who wins mere scholastic honors 
mission basis, and other "do-re-mi-" is made to wish, in heaven's name, 
scales were set up. The following that HE could throw that ball in the 
heads of committees fo~ the ban~uct basket, or race to the goal for the 
were chosen: Menu, Mildred ~dk~ns ; winning touchdown and so rece'ive 
Program, Helen Mcintyre; InVItatiOn, some reward for his efforts 
Mary Widger ; Orchestra, Claude Dm·- . · 
gee; Decoration, Margaret Highla11d. I It IS not n~cessary ~o stat~ that the 
French Club Will 
Meet on Thursday 
extreme of either attitude IS not the 
desirable thing. We all agree that th{> 
well-educated person will not be a 
"grind" nor will be despise his studies 
and constantly neglect them. But, 
would it not be better if the studious 
In the modernistic setting of Miss one could receive a little more toler-
Michael's apartment, Joan of Arc, in ·~ ance? Perhaps he IS lead'ing an un-
the person of Aline Claar, Will tell balanced life. But who knows exact-
me~ber~ of the French _Club about her . ly why? Perhaps he is burying hin:-
tragic life Thursday mght. r self in his studies as the only means 
Tc S d W • During this monologue, which takes of escape from a world which has con-tu ent rites place before her death, short plays wm sistently "hooted" at him becaui)e he 
T 0 Foreign Friends be g'iven by other members showing has shown from the beginning mental 
___ the scenes she tells about. An ac- abilities far above the average. 
Curiously postmarked letters, which count of her death will be read from It would be wrong to advocate that 
have been carried by fast-moving trains an imaginary newspaper of the ~erlod, the entire EI student body become 
and giant ocean liners from the farth- and Mary Widger will bring the pro- "Grinds" but would it be wrong to 
est corners of Europe reach the mail- gram to an end by singing a tribute advocat~ a more tolerant attitude to-
box .of Miss Beatrice Widger. Beatrice to the French heroine. ward the one who seriously goes ::..l>out 
ha~ warm .friends in northern Ireland, the business of learning? Gould the 
Antwerp, Belgium, Sweden, and Vienna, IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE "grind" not be helped to live a more 
Austria, whose names and addresses WILL BE GUEST OF TC balanced life? Oould the opposite ex-
she obtained from the International treme not follow his examp!le in the 
Friendship League. Members of the local chapter of the matter of careful, painstaking prepa:r-
These girl friends abroad write Miss Izaak Walton League will be the spec- ation of lessons? We advocate well-
Widger in English so perfect that it ial guests of the high school during as- rounded personalities! 
should make the struggling foreign sembly in the fourth hour Thursday. Elizabeth E. MichaeL 
language students of TC ashamed of Clarence Huffman, president, will 
his difficulties. Moreover, the Swed- give a short introduction telling what 
ish, Austrian, and Belgium friends the league is, and what it is doing for 
could, if they wished, write · to her in Charleston. Mr. Boucher, superintend-
German and French bE'sides their na- ent of the grounds at TC will speak on 
tive tongues. one phase of this organization, flowers, 
Describe Themselves trees,. etc., and Dr. W. B. Tym will· dis-
These foreign correspondents describe cuss wild life and its conservation. 
themselves, their schools and school 
COMING A'ITRACTIONS 
The seniors will reign for a day 
April 1 . . . More big things in store 
for the seniors at the conference at 
Casey April 5 . . . The handbook has 
arrived telling about the big spring 
contest which will take place April 27 
TC Quintet Loses in District Tourney; 
o ·rops Two Other Season-ending Tilts 
Olympic Performers 
Hold Party Thursday 
..... 
Paris and Lerna Take Close 
Games, Although Locals Play 
Best Ball of Season. 
The members of the GAA who par- 'IlC High was eliminated from the 
ticipated in the GAA "Olympic" had a District tourney at Mattoon last week 
party Thursday, February 28, at the by Humboldt, 36-25, in the Wednesday 
home of Gertrude Foltz, president. A night session. Humboldt led all the 
scavanger hunt was arranged, but way and paced by Hood was superior. 
most of the evening was spent in play- It marked the third meeting of the 
ing indoor games. Refreshments of teams this year and the second victory 
sandwiches, pickles, cocoa, and cookies for Andy Meurlot's Humboldt cagers. 
were served by the hostess. Although the locals lost, two high 
Margaret Highland entertained a scorers developed to end the season 
few friends after the Paris game Sat- gloriously. Bob Mirus t allied 13 points 
urday. The evening was spent in and Dick Weiland snagged nine to 
cards and dancing. Those present score practically all of TO's total. 
were Marguerite Sunderman, Murry 
Williams, Margaret Servey, Raymond 
Cole, and Herschel Cole. 
Plans have been made for a GAA 
banquet which will be held early in 
the spring term. 
A joint meeting with CHS will be 
one of the features of the Science club 
this spring. 
Numerous Highlights 
Promised in 'Patsy' 
Did you know that America is the 
only place they try everything once 
but the criminals? 
What is the only thing that is use·-
ful before it is born and after it is 
dead? 
Is it useless to cry over spilt milk, 
or isn't it? Why? You'd never guess! 
Ask Patsy 
Can you imagine the boy friend giv-
ing you lessons in how to win him? 
Did you ever hear of a Swiss battle-
ship sinking off the coast of Nebras-
ka? Pop didn't, but Patsy dia.. 
In fact, Patsy thought of too many 
clever th'ings for her own good. Barry 
Conners' play, "The Patsy" will be 
presented by the senior class in just a 
few weeks, so if you can't answer these 
questions for yourself plan to come and / 
enjoy this peppy comedy. 
The Blue and Gold closed its sea-
son of scheduled games h ere Tuesday, 
February 26, with a 37-34 defeat at 
the hands of Lerna in a n overtime 
period. TC suffered the score to be tied 
in the closing minutes after leading 
all the way. Lerna scored three points 
in the extra session for victory. Stire-
walt scored 20 points for the winners. 
The local cagers played their out-
standing game of the year here Feb-
ruary 24, but Paris wa s not impressed 
to the· extent of submitting and even-
tually won, 28-26. With the score tied at 
26 all and 10 seconds to play, Ogden, 
Tigers' center, scored a set -up basket 
for victory. The Pricco-coached quint 
led all the way except in the last two 
minutes when the score was tied 
HOLMES BARBER 
SHOP 
FIVE CHAIRS-NO WAITING 
Sf .. .. __ Southwest Corner Square 
~--------------------1 
THERE IS THE RIGHT WAY AND THE WRONG WAY TO AJLL 
THINGS-That is why, when you bring your watch to this store, we do 
the work RIGHT-before it leaves our shop-and use genuine factory 
material as it should be. It costs you less to have your watch work 
done by us because capable workmen handle it and know watches. Let 
us do your watch work right. 
C. W. HUCKLEBERRY & SON 
THE WEST SIDE JEWELER 
customs, their hobbies, ambitions, and 
the country in which they live. Beat-
rice finds many common interests with 
them such as the movies and books by 
Now This Week-
TUESDAY r
l-ll -lll-11-ll-ll-lfll-11-ll-ll-lll-al-ll- llt- 111-ll -lti-IN-II-al-al-alt-11-ll-l .. -ll-ll-11-tll-tl-tl_l_l_> 
-··-.·-··-··-··-·+ 
CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS J 
+•-•--••-••-••-••-••-u•-~•-••-••-••-•••- +•-u-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-w•-a•-• +•-u-••-••-••...:..11 11 11 + English authors. Mr. Andrews wil speak at News 
meeting today. The time will be an-
nounced later. 
WEDNESDAY 
Footlights club meets at 7:30 in the 
East Music Room. Aline Claar has 
coached a one-act play entitled "Who's 
Money?" which is a oomedy about a 
henpecked husband. 
THURSDAY 
The local chapter of the Izaak Wal-
ton League has charge of the pro-
gram for general assembly which will 
be held in the fourth hour today. Mr. 
Rothschild is an enthusiastic mem-
ber of this organization, so everybody 
be there to "do him proud." 
L'Alliance Francais recontera ce 
soir chez Mlle. Michaels a sept heures 
et demie. Nous parlerons de Jeanne 
d' Arc.-and if you don't understand 
that, don't come! 
The schools of Austria, Ireland, and 
Belgium would be TC students· idea of 
heaven because they begin on October 
15 and end in July with a four months 
yacn.tion and numerous other vacations 
sprinkled throughout the year. In 
Sweden school begins August 25 and 
ends in June. The study of foreign 
languages forms the most important 
part of the curriculum, and other sub-
jects are physics, mathematics, and 
history. The course of study is divid-
ed into the modern side and the class-
ical side, the former including modern 
languages and the latter ancient 
languages. The study of languages is 
begun in the grades. In Sweden ex-
aminations, both oral and written, are 
witnessed by the students, relatives and 
parents and must be passed before a 
student of the lower grades can enter 
high school. There are great festivals 
and feasts at examination time (con-
reader of Dickens, having read "Oliver trast that with the long faces seen at Twist," "David Copperfield," and "Pick-TC during "exam" time), when the 
graduates of the upper classes throw wick Papers." Galsworthy is a modern 
away their white caps and the "new English author that she has read. She 
baked" students, as they are termed, of is also an enthusiastic cinema fan, 
the lower school catch them as symbols her favorite actors being the Barry-
of goo luck. mores and her favorite cinema "Caval-
Swedish Friend Writes cade." Both she and the Irish friend 
The swedish friend, who lives in a choose Janet Gaynor as their favorite 
small town connected with Stockholm actress. 
by canal, wishes to become an arcl'ii-
Shoe Repa.irlng N ea.tly Done 
BRADING'S 
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
tect and h~ portrait drawing for her 
hobby. Beatrice's friend in Vienna 
studies world commerce with the idea of 
becoming an economist. Swimming is 
her favorite sport, and she swam across 
the Danube river this summer. 417 Seventh St. Phone 173 
The girl in Antwerp is an ardent 
Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715 . DR. W. B. TYM I Office Phone 43- - -;::~· p~::-;~-48 
J. A. OLIVER, M. D. DENTIST 1 DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat I DENTIST 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 1 Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 1 People's Drug Store Bldg. 
Charleston, Ill. Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762 i Charleston, Ill. 
+·-·-··-·;;-;-;·~I~E·•-n-••-u-t"-.. -·~;:-~E:N"' A." ~~S~ .. - .. - ·t·":R ... C~I;~N· ·D.··~~~~~;·+ 
DENTIST 1 OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST 1 DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD 
lst National Bank Bldg. 1 Alexander Bldg. I Office Hours: 9:00 to 12:00 A. M. and 
1 North Side Square 12 :00 to 6:00 a~d ~:00 to 9:00 P. M. 
Office Hours: 8-12-1-5 ·1 Phone 340 -
1 
604 )-2 Sixth St. 
Phones: Office, 350; .Res. 629 Frames Repaired---~Lenses Duplicated Phones: Office, 30; Res. C. D. S. 770: +•--••-n-u-u--n-••-••-••-••-••-l•-••~••-n-n-••-••-•-n-n-••-n-••-•l-••-••-••-;:e~:-~_:_~...:...~·· .. 13:_11_ 11_ , ,. 
DR. J. R. ALEXAI\"DER 
516% Sixth St. 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phones: Office 218; Res. 160 
+·----··-·--··-··-·--··-··-··-··-··-··-
. DR. H. A. SHAFFER 
Corner 6th and Van Buren 
Physician and Surgeon 
Offi~e Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phone 440 
+----·--·--··-·._,.,_,._,,._ . ._ .. _,,_, __ 
DR. B. C. TREXLER 
DENTIST 
Linder Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037 
+• • lit II• II • ........... II a-.,_.._,, .. 
I l DR. C. E. DUNCAN : DR N. C IKNAYAN 
OCULIST !omce Hours 8 to i2:15 & 11:30 to 6:15 
Corner 8th and Jackson 1 Saturday and Monday Nights 
Office and Residence 
Phon~ 12 
--·-··-~·~·~~-··--·-··-··-··-··--·-··--· 
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. 
· 511% Jackson Street 
---··-----··-·--··-··-·--··-··-··-··-··-· 
DR. CHARLES E. GREER 
721 Jackson Street 
Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380 
501 Jackson St. 
-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··--+ 
Phone: Office and Res. 242 
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D. 
Linder Bldg. 
Office Hours: 8:30-12; 1-5:30; 7-9 
Thursdays--8:30-12; 7-9 
-··--·-··--·-··-··--.. -··-··--·-··-----+ 
1 Office Phone 173 Res. Phone 972 I FRANCIS W. CHITTICK, 0. D. Est. 1903 Lenses Ground While You Wait 
· Phone 77 l 114 S. Main St. Paris, Illinois 
-..-.a-a-•a--ae--ea-.a--ea-a.----u-a--.a-. •• ._.._____.,_.._.._._.,_,,_,,-a-~+ 
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·Campus Leaders Feted with Banquet on Fridap 
I 
President Buzzard Is Principal Speaker I Presides at Banquet 
Of Council Event Held at Grant Hotel 
.---------------------------------
Ireland, Ho! St. Patrick's Day Dance to 
Be Given by Organizations this Friday 
Gerald Royer, President of Coun- It 's Right Up Elmer's 
cil, Presides ; Dancing and 
C9rds Are Featured. Alley, This Barn Dance 
Theatre Parties Are 
Given by Miss Booth 
Industrial Arts--Home Economics 
Groups Sponsor Affair Which 
Will Feature Irish Songs. 
Sixty campus leaders and a score of 
faculty members were feted by the 
s tudent Council at a banquet given in 
the Hotel U. S. Grant in Mattoon Fri-
day evening. Students attending the 
banquet were chosen by a Student 
Council committee in recognition of 
leadership qualities and scholarship. 
Gerald Royer, Council president, pre-
sided at the fete. 
Talks Given on Leadership 
Address-of-the evening was given by 
President R. G. Buzzard, who pointed 
out that leaders in college g·enerally 
hold the responsible positions in later 
life . Vincent Kelly, Men's Union 
head, urged the training of a gr·oup 
of leaders to succeed the present ones. 
Franklyn L. Andrews, after expressing 
thanks for the manner in which the 
Women 's League has always co-oper-
ated with him, went on to illustrate 
the value of co-operation, pDO·Viding 
the co-operators have a worthy aim. 
Florence Wood, Women's League presi-
dent, employed satire in developing two 
angles of her talk. The two angles : 
"Why Be a Leader?" and "Why Be a 
Leader?" Hobart F. Heller indicated 
some lines along which campus leaders 
might direct their efforts, including 
the haltering of roving football fans 
who make it difficult for those seated 
to watch a game, and the extension 
of campus dining clubs. 
College Trio Entertains 
The College Trio, comprised of Fried-
erick Koch, Ernest L. Stover, and 
Richard W. Weckel, played several se-
lections during the evening. Following 
the banquet, there were dancing and 
cards in the fover. 
committees for the affair included: 
Gerald Royer, George Adams, Phyllis 
Adkins, Mary Love, James Evers, vance 
Boswell, Emma Jean Duff, Charles 
Austin, Walton Morris, Mary Alice 
Harwood, Ben Edman, Vincent Kelly, 
Donald Cavins, Herbert Van Deventer, 
Florence Wood, Donald Neal and Ger-
ald Reed. 
Supplement Contest 
Winners Are Guests 
Prize winners in the NewS' Literary 
supplement contest were guests of 
Sigma~ T a.u Delta an<t the Writers 
Club at a meeting held in the Pem-
berton Hall parlor Thursday evening, 
February 21. Mr. Shiley spoke on how 
to write ~t one-act play, and a few of 
the reject ed manuscripts from the 
contest were read and discussed. 
These remarks of Mr. Shiley's were 
especially appropria te as the Gamma 
Upsilon cast of Alpha Psi Omega, at 
DeKalb Teachers college, is sponsor-
ing a play writing contest for Illinois 
college students. The plays must be 
of one-act and cannot exceed forty-
five minutes in time when produced. 
Part'iculars of this contest are posted 
in the Sigma Tau Delta bulletin board. 
Anyone in this school is eligible to en-
ter. 
MRS. Hil~Al\'I F. THUT 
EN'.PERTAINS AT BRIDGE 
Mrs. Hiram F . Thut entertained 
twelve faculty wives with a bridge 
party at her home, 1126 Eleventh 
street, Friday evening. High score was 
held by Mrs. R. G . Buzzard. A salad 
course was served during the evening. 
R. G. BUZZARD SPEAKS 
President R. G. Buzzard spoke at the 
Methodist church Sunday evening on 
educatton and conduct. He emphasized 
the development of the art of living to-
gether in communities as exempified in 
education . 
Overalls and gingh ams, barn dances, 
square dances and spring games will 
be a feature of the spring party to· be 
given by the Terra Vita, as the Country 
Life club has been named, March 30, 
in the gymnasium. The members of 
the club have been meeting every 
Saturday night in the East Music 
Room to practice these dances. 
All kinds of game~, something for 
everyone to do, will be played in the 
balcony. Prizes will be awarded for 
participati·on in games. Refreshments 
will be served during the evening. 
The tickets will be on sale for 24 
cents per person or 30 cents a couple, 
and the number of tickets so~d will be 
limited. 
GERALD ROYER 
Social News in Hues 
Dorothy Dernbarger is chairman of 
the dance committee. Ada Scherer is 
in charge of the refreshments and 
Katl:;lerine Anderson is planning the 1 
program. Dale Garner and Lester TRIPS OVER TERM-END-
Boyd head th·e decoration committee Miss Florence Litchfield spent the 
and Mildred Fritchley is in charge of term-end in Champaign. 
the advertisement committee. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cavins and Mr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Landis 
Give Theatre Party 
and Mrs. Hiram Thut attended the 
Illinois-Minnesota game. 
John Wyeth visited his brother, 
George, in Champaign during term-
end. 
M1ss Mary J . Booth , head librarian , The highlight of the Social Calendar 
entertained student assistan ts in the this week will be the Industrial Arts 
librar y at the Lincoln th eater show- Club _ Home Economics Club Saint 
ings of K atherine H epburn in "The 
Little Minister ," on Tuesday and Wed- Patrick's Day dance to be held l<,riday 
n esday evenin gs. evening in the gymnasium. Earl Lu-
Guests Tuesday evening were : Esth- cier, chairman of the dance has an-
er Marian Schubert, Florence Wood, nounced that all plans for it are com-
F lorence Stone, Ruby Stallings, Sylvia I plete. It will be informal; the decora-
Diel, Anna B almer, Clara Balmer, Bet- tions will be in keeping with th~ St. 
ty Coventry, and Marian Adair. Patr i.ck's Day sp•irit. 
Guests Wednesday evenin g were: The orchestra will be the Novelty 
Ella Mae J ackson, Clar'ice Cunning- Six, which will play a group of I rish 
h am, Dorothy Dowell, Edn a Hiler , numbers to further the Saint Patrick 
Ruth Moore, Aleen Moon, Marguer- motif. Robert Myers will sing with 
ite Sunderman, an d Frances Durgee. the orchestra. 
Each of the groups were served re- The chaperons will be Mlss Helen 
freshments at the Corner Confection - Jacobson, Miss Clara Attebery, Mr. and 
ery following t h e show. M R H L dis Mr d M II n 
Barbara Saxton Sails 
On Cruise to Panama 
Miss Barbara Saxton, who was a 
freshm an her e last year and is now 
attending Stephens college at Colum -
bia, Mo., sailed today for a two weeks 
cruise t o P anama. 
The itinerary includes New Orleans, 
Havana, Christobel, Panama City, and 
rs. . . an , . an rs. . h. 
Jackson, and Mr. and Mrs. R. W. 
Sharp. 
A theater party at the showing of Miss Annabelle Thomson was 
"Little Women" was given on Tuesday, Chicago for her term-end vacation. 
March 5 by Mr. and Mrs. R.· H. Landis., Robert Shiley visited in Champaign 
The guests were Miss Anabel Johnson, last week-end. 
in Puerto Cabeza. Plans are being made 
for the girls to be received by the 
President of Panama and t o be pres-
ent at a dinn er dance at the Union 
club, th e most prominent one in 
Panam a . 
Miss Annie Weller, Mr. and Mrs. Char- Gerald Lively visited in Chicago dur-
les Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. Richard ing term-end. 
Weckel, Mrs. Vastine, Mr. and Mrs. 
Frederick Koch, and Miss Emma Stella Shrader entertained Helen ONE HUNDRED COUPLES 
The committees which Mr. Lucier 
appointed for the dance are: decora-
tions - Edgltr Jenkins, chairman; 
Charles Myers, Lowel Monical, Wil-
liam Owens, Ruth Young, Evelyn Rin-
go, Florence Fields and Juanee Swear-
ingen; refreshments - Ruth Corley, 
chairman; Mary Elizabeth Bohlen, 
Edna Abenbrink, John Ritchie, and 
Marion Mathas; tickets-Ralph Had-
dock, chairman; Dale Haverstock, Hel-
en Anderson, Anna Mae Bails, Ruth 
Miller and Helen Hall; entertainment 
- Vincent Kelly, chairman; Fred 
Bohn, Donald Cavins, Maxine Harrod, 
Dorothy Armes and Helen Haughton; 
advertising- Virg'il Thompson, chair-
man; Otho Quick, Truman Trimble, 
Lucille Thomas, Virginia Brick, Anna 
Mae Bails, Emma Jean Duff, Tilman 
Lockard, and Irma Mae Winkleblack. 
Rinehardt. Carver at her home at Mulberry Grove ATTEND INITIAL DA.r ~CE 
A social hour after the picture was 
given at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
over the week-end ... Rose Lea Ver- --
Landis, 945 Fourth Street. 
TIIEA'.PRE P AR'.PY GIVEN 
BY MRS. C. H. COLEMAIT 
beau was the guest of Bonnie Gher at I About one hundred couples attended 
Allendale .. . Shirley and Maxine Har- the registration dance sponsored by 
rod were the week-end guests of Betty the Student Council in the gymnasium 
Moore at Humboldt ... Helen Agee Monday night from 8 until 11:45 p. m. 
spent the week-end in Springfield .. · Roy Martin's orchestra played for the 
Jessie Lou Conrad '34 was the guest dance. Invited chaperons were Mr. 
Mrs. C. H. Coleman entertained for of Neuvelle Smith Sunday · · · · G~n-1 and Mrs. Jay B. MacGregor, Mr. and 
her mother, Mrs. M. E. Miller, at a eva Butler, former EI student now llv- Mrs Hobart F Hell-er and Mr and 
Modern Beauty Shop 
lunche·on and theatre party just before ing in Kankakee, visited he~e th'is Mrs: Paul w. Sloan. ' . 
term-end. Following the luncheon the week-end .... Betty Jane Ewmg was 
SHAMPOO-FINGER WAVE-
MANICURE-
75c party attended the showing of Will in Champaign Thursday . . . . Lyle Henderson '32 of St. Louis visited in Rogers in "The County Chairman." 
Guests included Mrs. Friederick Koch, Charleston last week. 
Mrs. Martha Vastine, Mrs. Christine 
Peters·on, and Miss Gay Anderson. 
'J.1WELVE ARE DINNER 
GUESTS AT PEMBERTON 
Miss Nathile McKay, Dean of Wo-
men, visited in Chicago Saturday. 
Miss Bobbie Wyeth was the guest of 
Miss Nathile McKay at luncheon 
Thursday. 
Almina Scheer, Jane Smith, and Among guests invited for Sunday 
dinner at Pemberton Hall were the Edwin Scheer were in Sullivan over 
following: Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Sunder- the week-end. 
man and daughter Margaret, Miss 1 M'iss Van Buster of the Globe Thea-
Wilhelmina E. Jacobson, Mr. and Mrs . Iter players was luncheon guest at 
Ralph w. Sharp, Mr. and Mrs. Fried- Pemberton Hall on Friday. 
erick Koch, Miss Mary E. Thompson, Virginia Gher spent the week-end 
Miss Myrtle Arnold, Miss Winnie D. with friends in Arcola. 
Neely, Miss Bernice I. Bankson. 
What would Easter mean without 
fRS. R. G. BUZZARD IS flowers? Send flowers to your friends. 
FA ULTY BRIDGE HOS.'l'ESS Phone 39. Lee's Flower Shop. 
Mrs. R. G. Buzzard entertained the j Cotys P.o.wder - All shades and 
Faculty Wives' Bridge club at a dessert I odors, 75c- Peoples Walgreen System 
course luncheon on Tuesday, February Drug Store- North side square. 
26, at her home. 767 Sixth street. Four 
tables of bridge were in play following 
the luncheon. Club guests were: Mrs. 
Ethel L. Awty, Mrs. Frederick Miller, 
1 
and Mrs. J. Y. Kelly. 
ANDERSONS ENTERTAIN 
Mr. and Mrs. Ben F. Anderson en-
tertained several faculty members at 
supper Sunday evening at their home, 
1435 Seventh street. 
Guests included Mr. and Mrs. C. S. 
Spooner, Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn L. 
Andrews, and Mr. and Mrs. Walter M. 
Scruggs. 
We a lways have a complete line ,, 
of Fresh Fruit and Veget ables a t 
B AND BOX DRY CLEANING 
Odorless-No Fading 
No Shrinkin g 
KIND TO YOUR CLOTHES 
Sunshine Laundry 
PHONE 397 
NEW GROCERY AND 
MARKET 
!Patronize t h e News advertisers. 
Bring in your old snap shots, or 
perhaps an old portrait. A-1 re-
productions eliminate further de-
terioration and modernize your 
photographs. Estimates gladly given 
on this type of work. 
Sanders Studio 
·----------------------------~ 
Experts in All Kinds of 
Beauty Work 
Marguerite Armstrong 
Anna J. Lang, Lois Weathers 
1 
PHONE 15.01 
For Something Good in Eats or Drinks 





Coles County's L3rgest Dep't. Store 
WELCOMES YOU! 
You 'll be surprised at the large stocks and the quality we 
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satis-









OUR BEAUTY ·SHOP will be pleased to render service 
at all times. Expert operator. 
Have a Heart! Treat your watch as ...... j Reasonable Prices Sf I 
you would a friend. We do expert CHARLESTON I Lawyer's Grocery ALEXAN DIER'.S watch repairing. C. P. Coon, 408 Sixth FRUIT STORE 1020 Lincoln St. Phone 1478 
St Phone 531 .... ,.NT 
. 1------------------------- L----------~-------------
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"Tell the tr'uth and don't be afraid" 
Published each Tuesday of the school year by the stu-
dents of he Eastern Illinois State Teachers College at 
Charleston 
Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the 
Post Office at Charleston, Illinois, under the Act of March 
3, 187!). 
-~ Printed by the Courier Publishing Company 
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TEACHERS COIJLEGE NEWS 
E. H. Taylor Speaks r-~---~-·- II • II •• II • • • II • I+ 
Before County Group 1 CAMpUS I 
E. H. Tayl-or, head of the Mathe- !I L 0 s· E ups 11 
matics department, was the featured -
speaker at a meeting of about 300 par-~ - By the Editor I 
ents, teachers, and members of educa- ~~-~--~--•·- .. • ~-~~ -~-~-~~-~~-~~-~~-.. -~~-+ 
tional boards of Coles county in the 
Charleston high school auditorium on FULL LENGTH PORTRAIT-
Thursd!tY, February 28. Just when we were reaching up for some rather strong 
Mr. Taylor spoke on the subject, words to plead for the "old time EI spirit" along comes 
Tuesday, March 12, 1935 
Readers Revue 
By Evelyn Hallowell 
Farewell to Revolution by Everett 
Dean Martin CW. W. Norton and 
Company, $3.00) is an indictment of 
the results which mass revolt has yield-
ed; it shows the utter futility of re-
volutions. He studies the impulses and 
methods •of revolution as examples of 
the psychology of the crowd, and re-
views the history of revolutionary 
movements from Greece and Rome to 
contempocrary Russia, Italy, and Ger-
many. Instead of revolution, he sug-
gests a political program to overcome 
the evils which incite the revolution-
ists. 
"Why Have State Aid for Schools?" Dr. Walter A. Jessup, 
The points he made were: We have president of the Carnegie 
state aid in order to help equalize the Foundation, with his an-
educational opportunities for the chil- nual report to say that 
dren of Illinois; We have state aid in the "rah-rah college boys" 
order to have a uniformly educated are under the headstone 
citizenry; (that is, slnce people .0.f to- marked "post- depression 
day often live adult life many miles insanity." Dr. Jessup states 
from where they received their educa- in his report that the coi-
tion, then schooling wherever it is leg_e stude~t of today is 
~ (£; tt ~ should aproach a certain standard used . seno~s - mmded, h_a_r d-
Member of~ssociate~. ~~.,.. ~\),iatt (pf~S Member of throughout the nation, certainly workmg, and ambltwus. 
A Man Called Cervantes by Bruno 
Frank, translated from the German by 
H. T. Lowe-P·orter (The Viking Press, 
$2.50 ) is a novelized biography of the 
author of the ever-famous Don Quixote. 
Mr. Frank's style is rich, not florid; 
his descriptions are fresh and vivid. 
C. S, P. A.-= 1934 NATIONAL »' ... ~i-::f"rcovtRAGt) 1935 :=- I. C. P. A. Th t 11 t ~-'"" I throughout the state of Illinois); We e ~urre~ . co ege s u-=-~=======~==~=========== need a larger state aid and need to dent lS _Wlllmg to co-op-
TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 1935 collect from some tax other than a erate w1th every intelli-
gent move Dr. Jessup be-property tax, so that when the larger 1. D' J state aid comes in the local property leves. . r. t· ~ssuph. hhehads Eternal Question: Shall Government 
Aid Be Given Educatio·n? 
an orgamza 10n w 1c as 
tax can be and should be decreased. bee h" hl t orne a 1g y accura e 
Critics and readers of Coleridge will 
be interested in I. A. Richard's On 
Theory, (Harcourt, Brace and Com-
pany, $2.75). In explaining the criti-
cal theory of Coleridge, Mr. Richards 
says that "words are never separabie, 
in meaning, from the sentence pattern 
into which they fall." Mr. Richards 
demands that we look to the poems 
themselves, to their meanings, and w 
the actual processes of the mind which 
they present. 
W. H. Green, county superintendent 
of schoa.ls, made a report on state 
school funds for every school of Coles Precious little action but caliopetic comment ha~ been sputtering along the 'current problems fuse' 
of late, concerning the federal government in edu- county. 
cation. This old and frayed topic of national debate ·--------------. 
was retrieved from the '' tempo·rarily retired'' heap 
last week when the NationalJ Education Association 
se.nt out a bulletin announcing that "the school 
forces of the nation will demand of the government 
a minimum of $300,000,000 for school building con-
struction throughout the country.'' The bulletin 
states that "it is proposed that the money be appro-
priated from funds which the present Congress may 
appropriate fo1r public works or wo·rk relief.'' 
The Association is demanding federal help on 
the basis of need and recent activity of the govern-
ment. They point to the federal policy adopted last 
year which allocated huge sums for helping needy 
college students through school and the develop-
ment of a comprehensive plan for the care and edu-
cation of out-of-school and unemployed youth. In 
that unique step, educators see the final rebuff of 
those who contend that federal meddling in edu-
cation is unconstitutional. While it was not men-
tioned in that do1cume.nt, it does not follow that the 
government is forbidden to include educational aid 
among 'public welfare' acts. . . 
To thicken its argument, the AssoCiatiOn con-
tends that as enrolment increases and additiona.l 
teachers are discharged because of insufficient 
school funds, the need for some centralized aid be-
comes more apparent. The Association's move vvill 
find almost unanimous approval among all connect-
ed with education, we believe. Our own small but 
The ·Soap Box 
Students and faculty members 
a.re invited to clamber upon the 
soap box a.ndl give vent to their 
opiniOID.S on anything printed in 
the News, problems around school, 
or national topics which may have 
a bearing on colleges. Please limit 
letters to 150 words. All communi-
cations must bealr the signature of 
the writer. The News assumes no 
responsibility for opinions expressed 
in this oolwnn. 
Clear the Corridors! 
To the Soap-Box: 
One way to eliminate some of the 
congesti-on in the halls and on the 
stairs would be to have a separate bell 
for the high school students, which 
would ring fiv·e minutes before the one 
for the college students. The amount 
of noise occasioned by high school stu-
d£nts passing to other classrooms 
would be negligible, because the ab-
sence of cong·estion would allow silent, 
quick passage. 
-M.G. E. 
whetting taste of the government in education has Educate Us to Etiquette 
?op.vin?ed the . current c~op of students t~at ~he_n, To the Soap Box: 
Immedu:te government, I. e., parents, fails, It IS I Can't you start a column for stu-
comfortro.g to rely upon more remote control. dents who need training in etiquette? 
Is Good Ship El Becalmed? It seems that such a column or train-
ing is needed very badly. The students 
That old paradox, the farther we go the l ess 
headway we make, looms up as a possible barrier 
for progre s at EI during the remainder of the year. 
Having b ecome fairly well established in our 
routines, needs, and wants during the :first two 
quarters, it is highly probable that we will want to 
coast through the Spring term, feeling fairly well 
atisfied with burselves. That is not merely pos-
sible; it is almost inevitable. The fact that there is 
still a de.al to be done by students this year in the 
way of constructive work is apt to be shunted into 
that vague future, ''next year.'' 
Earlier in the year we advocated, among other 
things, a house for women of the college on• the 
orde'r of the Panther Lair. Of course, women of 
the college have certain housing advantages over 
the men, since Pemberton Hall is irrefutably a com-
mendable specimen of its kind. Too, we sl_lggested 
that other houses on the 01rder of the Lair and its 
dining service be established. But since the Lair is 
on trial, its almost certain success can not be ascer-
tained until the end of the year. Duplications will 
not follow until 1935.-36. But there is at l east one 
thing we could do this term. A long standing ili at 
EI has been t~e grouping of students into small 
home-tov~Tn classes. These should be broken down, 
preferably by ~he studen ts themselves. If they will 
attend club meetings, special programs, and social 
events of an all-school nature, a sizable step will 
have .been taken toward a unified student body. 
Our Toast to 'Turner Gym' 
An electrifying thrill must have s ped through 
the body o.f every student last week when the news 
was spread that Representative Turner h ad intro-
duced a bill in the Assembly asking for approrpria-
tions for a new gym at EI. If such a sen sation did 
not result, then some of our students simply do not 
comprehend the need which so long has gon e un-
adjusted. We only hope that the first thrill lasts 
long enough to inspire a letter from every student 
in college to the Assembly when the time comes ''to 
~h .... ike. '' Lend your voice to EI 's cry for a n ew 
:1n and feel partly responsible for ''Turner Gym-
.Lasium "-for that is the name we suggest. 
probably are not interested in pro hi-
bition, but when a stranger comes to 
our school, even if her talk is incom-
patible to student tempo, she should 
be treated with respect and courtesy. 
In chapel recently the student body be-
haved as little children, laughing when 
she was serious and keeping up a con-
tinued stream of whisperings. 
-D. M. 
Adding to Our Curriculum 
To the Soap-Box: 
I believe it would be a good idea if 
EI offered major courses in music and 
minor courses in physical education. 
There lias been much agitation for 
these additions to the curriculum by 
both students and teachers. Many 
sch!ools wl).ich dispensed with music 
and physical education because of de-
pleted tl'easuries are reinstating them. 
Several students know of vacancies 
which will thus be created but the 
university or some other school will fill 
the position because EI has not made 
provision f.or those talented in music 
or interested in physical education. 
With a new gymnasium in view the lat-
ter project seems especially timely. 
- A Suggester. 
The January 23 issue of the Wheaton 
Record, student publication at Wheaton 
college, was dev·orted to parody of usual 
features, news, and make-up. 
Wisdom and Words 
Men who make money rarely saunter; 
men who save money rarely swagger.-
Lytton. 
The secret of-success in life is known 
only to those who have not succeed-
ed.- Collins. 
Three winsome words you should 
meet- sonorous - resonant, staccato-
disconnected, tantamount- equivalent . 
sounding board on all 
matters of college interest. D Walter A J 
Long ago it predicted the r. · essup 
"battle for beef" among colleges willing to pay for their 
athletes. The Foundation, too, warned schools against 
shrinking endowments and the slump in enrollments. It 
predicted long before there were any signs that colleges 
would have to curtail their building programs. 
PICTORIALS-
Probably as interesting as Dr.. Jessup's report 
were the testimonials of college editors concerning 
the exit of "rah-rah boys." In reply to inquiries 
by the Literary Digest, editors from all over the 
country returned their opinions. It was like read-
ing a jury report, with each juror giving his 
analytical reason for "rah-rah's" death. It was a 
verdict of guilt, with apparent unanimous vote 
from the start. From our own section of the 
country Albert Kosek, editor of the Minnesota 
Daily, believes that the passing of the "rah-rah" 
era is a blessing of hard times and that students 
now want dollar for dollar values in education. 
The Yale Daily News reflects serious-mindedness 
on that campus with the revelation that registra-
tion in government economics courses has tripled. 
Other college editors are just as emphatic in their 
pronouncements against the deceased 'Joe Col-
leges.' 
Alfred Kreymborg, Lewis Munford, 
and Paul Rosenfeld are planning to is-
sue a new yearbook called Foreground: 
A Review of American Literature. It 
will appear in the fall of 1936 and will 
attempt to focus the vital and integrat-
ing forces of present-day America. In 
general, it will follow the four Cara· 
vans, the last of which appeared in 
1931. 
Among the new biographies are: 
Dickens by Andre Maurios (Harpers, 
$2.00); Francis the First by Francis 
Hackett (Doubleday, Doran and Com-
pany, $3.00); The Sentimental Journey: 
A Life of Charles Dickens by Hugh 
Kingsmill (William Morrow and Com-
pany, $3.00); and The Autobiography 
of Michel de Montaigne, a selection 
SNAPSHOTS- and arrangement from the Essays, bY 
Permit your own editor to add his obituary concern- Marvin Lowenthal (Houghton, Mifflin 
ing the corpus delecti-'rah-rah days' in the teachers Company, $3.50). 
college. It is needless to point out that those days in this Marianne in India and Seven Other 
type of institution were never as 'raw-raw' as in the col- Tales by Lion. Feuchtwanger (The Vik-
leges with greater prestige. But there were imitations and ing Press, $2.00 ) are more stories by 
some originality. The depression eradicated those and in the author of Success and Power. Three 
their stead has come- what? More students going to col- of these stories were used in the novel 
lege to become teachers; fewer students merely 'going to Success. They are well written and 
s~hool;' fewer students going to our college for a short throw a new light on Feuchtwanger as 
time, preparatory to matriculating at larger institutions; a writer. Besides Marianne in India 
a more serious_ attitude toward their future and greater included in the volume are Altitud~ 
respe~t for the1r_ advan~ages; a bett~r attitude toward the Record, P<olar Expeditiorn, Bullfight, teac~1~g profe~s10n and a_ greater ~terest in its present I Potemkin and Little Seasons. 
cond1tlon and 1ts future; mcreased mterest in the world Th c · Cl b I t 
panorama, particularly government and economics. 1 no e :ur:te 1. ut f nbcorkspotra_ ed ~n-
EXPOSURES 
Debaters of the college have resolved a new 
proposition: That all trips home from foreign de-
bates shall be over the shortest route and Glen 
Cooper shall not be the guide. This is the upshot 
of a debate with Shurtleff at Alton the Friday 
before examinations. On the return trip after 
three hours driving, Mr. Cooper remarked, "If I 
didn't know where I was, I'd think we were in 
Springfield.'' According to Mr. Cooper, the men's 
debate team was on its way towards Charleston 
about one a. m. Unfortunately, they ran out of 
gas before reaching what seemed to be a rather 
large town. Frantically they flagged passing cars, 
until finally an obliging truck driver stopped and 
pushed their car into town. It was not long after 
that Mr. Cooper made his remark and at the same 
time observed a sign, "Lincoln's Old Home." The 
party was in Springfield, one hundred miles from 
home when they should have been only 15 or 20 
from their destination. You see, Mr. Cooper had 
neglected to tell Coach J. Glenn Ross to turn off 
the route at Litchfield. 
+·-··-·--·--·--··-·--··--·-·"·"-··-··-··-··--·-··-··-··--+ 
@ater Under the Bridge 
+•-u-•·-·---·-··-.. ~-··-··-····-··-··-··-··-··-··--·--·-·+ 
TEN YEARS AGO 
VVeek of ~ch 16-22 
EI defeated Illinois College 37-21 in one of the closing 
games of the basketball season. 
Dean Hammond and Theodore Cavins were chosen 
to edit and manage the News in 1925-26. 
The Illinois Boys' Glee Club presented a program here 
Friday. 
ONE YEAR AGO 
Week of March 13-20 
Representative Sol Handy intrOduced a bill into the 
Illinois General Assembly providing for a new gymnasium 
at EI. 
The News won first place award in Columbia Press 
Association contest. 
Miss Emma Reinhardt was made head of the Educa-
tion department. 
unces 1n 1 s 1S o oo h1s sprmg 
are Death Blew Out the Match by 
Kathleen Moore Knight; Big Business 
Murder by G. H. D. and Margaret Cole; 
Murder at Glen Athol by No·rman Lip-
pincott; and The Man from Manhat-
tan by Leo Grex. 
+ -·~~-··-··-··-··---.r-••-··-··-··-·+ I The Elephant's Child J 
+·-··-··-··-··-··-·~~-··-··-··-··-··-·+ 
What shall we do with these people 
who can read "Life," "Punch," and 
"Vanity Fair" without cracking a 
smile? 
"Doc" Harwood '35-Use the guillo-
tine <J.n 'em, or have 'em try one of 
Huey Long's speeches. 
Fern Tait '35-I recommend a whiff 
of laughing gas just before reading. 
If that doesn't work administer lethal 
gas. 
Clarence Carlson '37- I think that 
people who can do that should be ad-
mired. They have too refined and 
subtle sense of humnr to be amused at 
the coarse and blatant attempts at 
humor in the . aforesaid periodicals. P. 
S. I read them without cracking a 
smile. 
~elen Barr '37-I would recommend 
an immediate examination of their 
brains for a "l'ink" is surely missing. 
Forest Weber '37- Educate them! 
J. P. Bleed '37-Give them a copy of 
Ballyhoo! 
M.ary Alice Ha.rwood '38-Ka.nkakee 
should have a special attraction for 
them. 
Osmond Brown '36-Give them some-
thing that will really interest them. 
Tom Endsley '38-Have them take 
instruction under J. P. R. 
Ben Edman '37 Furnish them 
"Ballyhoo.'' 
Tuesday, March 12, 1935 
The Last Trump 
''This, Partner, Is Our Trick" 
STREAM-LINING EDUCATION 
What with "stream-lined" motor cars, 
wrist-watches, and electric refrigerators ("a six 
TEACHERS COI.JLEGE NEWS 
Who's Campus Leader? 
Whoa, There, Myrtle! 
By Ed Pegelow 
Myrtle is not her real name, but as 
the "Ladies Auxiliary of the Campus 
Horses Brotherhood" forbids any 
publicizing of its members, we are us-
ing a "nom de plume." 
We found Mrytle behind the Prac-
tical Arts Buliding, where she was 
thoughtfully chewing on a morsel of 
for the price of a four," according to Sears' gravel. She was obvi·ously not expect-
latest catalog) does education look askance at ing company, . but she made us feel 
"stream-lining?" With "stream-lined" Shake- welcome with her quick, shy smile. 
spea.re already a reality, the pedagogs cannot She graciously consented to an inter-
long resist this latest and most profound social view, and sat down with her back 
trenci. "Stream-lining" lessens wind resistance. against a tree. 
Page Five 
I "Do you send y'our shirts to the 
laundry'?" 
"No, I dirty them and then tear them 
up myself." 
Kindred under the skin: 
The sailor who went for a voyage on 
his vacation. 
What a difference it would make in classroom po.n.F. COLSEYBUR "Y t· she 
.o.vv ou may ques wn me now," 
efficiency if the heads of all students were I ·d "dl 1 k" t bl d f 
round instead of mostly flat . How much less gas it would take to run our sa:Ith' h1 Y fp uct 1hng fa a a e 0 grass 
th 1 t ·t 1 · 1 1 . t . t WI er ron oo s ..... . professors. Carry e ana ogy o 1 s ogiCa cone uswn: "s ream-lined" tex -
Myrtle, the campus horse, is quite a 
character in these parts. ·A News in-
terviewer finds why. 
The postman who hiked on his . 
The student who loafed .an his. 
But if Wle do get a new gym, what 
will EI be fumous for? 
Q. H o-w long have you been at EI? 
books, basketballs, and dates. Imagine :~~~:~~onde~~!~io~!! ''s{~e~~~i:e~~ """"'"'"'"""""m"'''''"''""""''""'''""""'!!!l''"'''"""'''''''""""m'm''"''"m""'''""'''''""''"'""m"''""' m~he~i~:a~sw:1: ~~ltth~o~:::· :~ +~-··-··--·-··-··-----·...-...-··--·---·+ j EI's EAGL~-1 1 merely following popular demand to no good horse but an educated horse. 
have "stream-lined" meals at the Hall. ( The Pan (Tears clouded her .eyes as she spoke 
Perhaps even that great organ (do, re. of her mother.) 
mi, fa, sol) of student opinion, the Q. Do y.ou enjoy your work here? 
News, could go in for "stream-lining." ~~~':J~:gnFinger A. On the whole, yes. But the way 
Come to think of it, it seems to the at • • • · • those young ones carry on around here 
old pedagog who is now writing for '? ? ? 9 ? ? '? is a fright. Why only the other day I 
your edification that this column • saw one boy pull a ladder from un-
always has been a bit "stream-lined." der another boy. It was kind .af cute, 
What do you think about it? P'rofes- ""'"'m"""""""ll!"ll!""'""'"ll!"ll!"""'llil""""""""""'""""m"""'"""m""""""m""""'""""m"""m though. (At this point she giggled. 
sor ·Colseybur says-yes! (This article The "stuff" of the week goes to the One could almost say that she horse-
is sponsored by iPlrofessors Rothschild, student whD took six subjects last laughed)· 
Sloan, Guina.gb., etc.) quarter and made five A's and pro- Q. Are you acquainted with -1. P. 
tested because of a single B. There's Reed? 
Again we look . forward to looking no satisfyin' 'em. 
forward. 
From the looks of it, most of our stu-
What a lot of ammunition was spent dents are basing their college careers 
on the Big Shots' Banquet! on the Five Year Plan. 
A. Oh, yes indeed. I know him quite 
well. He comes out to see me fre-
quently, and we discuss the school 
pr·O·blems. He says that I am the only 
one in school who will listen to him. 
I I 
i ~ . 
+·---·--··-·--·--·--·--··-··-··-··-·+ 
J. Paul Reed took one of Reinhardt's 
performance tests and it took him 90 
seconds to do what the average per-
son does in 50 seconds. The last 40 
seconds he used in making vituperative 
remarks about the cursed test. 
Suggested light-housekeepers' menu 
for Satura:ay (the last day of the 
week): 
Hash 
Bicarbonate of soda. 
Honefinger slaps Mr. Sloan on the 
back and salutes him "Hi, George" 
Mr. Sloan, "My name isn't Geo~ge." 
Honef'i.nger, "Oh, pardon me. I didn't 
know you from Adams." 
EI's Mr. Reed was eating breakfast 
at the '"Little Campus." "Would you 
bring me some pepper?" said he to the 
waiter. 
"Ruled or unlined?" politely asked 
the clerk. For once, Mr. Reed was 
She was only a painter's daughter speechless. 
Some bits from campus 
the sketch-book: 
life from 
I guess I understand him. 
Q. What is your opinion of 
entertainment course? 
the but there was nothing shellacked. 
The dumbest guy we know is the one 
who thinks that a bibliography is a 
Sunday school les,s.on. 
We do hope that photo gets Burtsey 
.Clark a job. 
The "students who l·ead us around 
We wish to squelch the rtimor that the campus" got tlieir first square 
a copy of True story was dropped into meals last Friday, we hope! for 75 
that cardboard box instead of Miss cents! 
Booth's classbook. Summers and J. Austin will not be 
receiving the degree of A. P. (Apple 
How many have read "The Keeper · Polisher) at the end of May, since they 
of the Bees" since last Tuesday? failed to secure seats .an the front row 
with Mr. Coleman. Sorry! 
We wonder - was Reno Bianchi's 
Now tha.t the Big Soots have dined, chagrin very deep at the registration 
we're all just students once more. dance? We wonder! 
Don't worry, girls; if he takes prac-
tice teaching, he is out of circulation. Heckler 'Decorates' 
Our Campus 'Worthies 
Mr. Seymour a lways starts his class-
es with "any questions"-Wondering if 
there are any questions. 
A. I'm on Mr. Reed's 
last, and always. I never 
the programs any more. 
think that he (Reed) has 
vocabulary? 
side, first 
even go to 
Don't you 
a marvelous 
We sa.w that f\lrther questioning 
was useless. We were really disap-
pointed in Myrtle. We had hoped to 
find someone on this campus who 
would not discuss J. P. R~tJd, but 
Myrtle had gone the way of all flesh . 
As we left her, she had a !'apt expr('s-
sion on her face, and as the distance 
between us lengthened we could hear 
h er mumbling such words as "drool-
ing," "fiasco" and "dyspeptic cynic." 
+ 1-NS:-NII-IIM-111-II-t~I-11-II-11-11-D-1+ 
l~~~e~' ~ ~~n~:e .. ~.a~~l 
The height of something or other-
going back to your fall quarter in-
structor who gave you only a B because 
your winter quarter instructor whom 
you took instead gave you only a C. 
A ,Pin to those who explain with "I'm I went to see the old globe trotters 
sorry, I'm new here." but of course they couldn't do any of 
there globe trotting on a little stage We do wish that the professors who do not intend to have term papers 
would announce the fact before regis-
tration day. 
A bokay to the assembi.Y daters- like George Henry had fixed for 'em, 
puppy l·ove. so they put on a couple of dramers. 
Cheer up! It won't be long now until I am not r·esponsible for any debts 
it's too hot to study! contracted by my room-mate. 
One of them they called a comedy but 
there wasn't anything funny. None of 
the people that was there laughed and 
so did the players. I asked Glen 
Imagine Mickey (Mouse) Spence turn- 1 Oooper w~y do . they call it a come~y 
Well, at least we know now who ing down an invitation to the Big Shots I and he said all 1s well when the end IS 
wrote "A Midsummer Night's Dream." Banquet. Well, I've always said,- well ~nd a tragedy is where every-
never too big to· speak to the little body IS dead when the end comes. I 
ones-that's Mickey. ,said quick as mercury I'll be dead when The New Deal is now on ·the de-
fensive. We wonder of the History 
department is prepared for the shift! 
So the Pem Hall girls made better 
grades in history? Well, well, well! 
Everything went off swell at the 
Banquet until the Pan put sugar in 
his (or her) finger bowl and drank 
it .... Elmer says no sugar for him. 
He will take it straight. 
my -end comes. I never could get a 
civil answer ·Out of that guy but any-
how thats funnier than Bill Shakes-
peers comedy. Maybe it was funny but 
nobody would understand it cause they 
talked like forriners trying to learn our 
languig. 
~ay Elmiree will you impr·ess on the 
The result folks how much more important it is 
to make imprints on your teachers and 
t o have a lot o~ extercuricular activ-
So far this year, this is the nine- ities than it is to make good grades. If 
' You will never know, dear ones, how teenth column we swore we wouldn't I you will keep tellin 'em that all this 1 
guilty a faculty member feels when h e write. week and tell them that a couple of 
Why should the faculty pay more 
than students and children to get into 
· our entertainments? Will Mr. Reed "world," just say "college." 
• please explain to the committee that is astounding! 
the faculty, too, are human beings! 
gives an honor student her only B. · my teachers want to have a private 
You may no,t know 
What you thought you knew; 
But somebody has to pass~ 
Perhaps that's how you got through! · 
We're looking at Mr. Shiley's neck-
ties for the first signs of spring. 
"Our personal ambition is to be cook 
One thing debate has done for us- conference with me rite away and then 
we have learned that there is an if you do that I'll tell you my grades 
Olivet college near here. next week. Or if they don't say ~ny-
--- thing about grades you can let the 
Measles whole thing slide gently by. 
In the spring of the year, I went to the big shots bankwet last 
In the spring of the year, Friday and I don't know how it hap-
I took practice teaching- pened but I found two olives in my 
Yes, I took it, my dear! ' pocket when I started home. I can't 
at the Lair. Revenge is sweet!" Of Let's see, what extra curricular ac-
whom is this remark most character- tivities did we sign up for last quarter! 
istic? 
remember wh-ether I put them there 
cause I didn't like 'em or whether 
Hugh Harwood who sat next to me put 
them there for fun. I don't know any-
thing else that happened except that 
I won twenty cents in a game of skill 
out in the hotel hobby while ·an the 
fakulty members was . watching. 
It's pretty bad when a girl gets so 
sleepy from studying she can't recog-
nize her fellow's voice over the tele-
phone. 
-Elmer. 
There's nothing funny about the de-
bate team getting l·ost on the return 
trip from Alton. The best debaters 
just convinced the others they were on \ Debate T earns Appear 
the other road and they were. B f R G 
_ e ore otary roup 
Re~iniscenoes of a Zoology 
Examination 
1. Don't put a tax-onomy. 
2. Don't cut your nails off! Phylum 
away. 
3. Let's go fission. (By popular re-
quest). 
4. Isog·amy going down the street. 
5. I must go past homozyg.Dte town. 
6. Parthenogensis, do you know him? 
7. Precocial shine tonight, precoc'ial 
shine. 
8. What do euthenics? 
9. Rhizopoda lid, and I'll get you a 
bottle. 
Your humble columnist has been ac-
cused of being a cliptomaniac. Fie 
upon youse. 
Only two big shots didn't go to the 
big shots' banquet. What the big 
idea? 
You can't outhighhat the highhat-
ters, you big shots. 
Does journalism· have sex appeal? 
Five girls think so. If so, what is the 
correlation between that and the his-
tory of athletic education which has 
two boys in the class? Or am I teched 
in the head? 
Request for chapel hymn "The Va-
cant Chair." 
The men debating teams of EI de-
bated bef.or-e the Rotary club members 
at their regular meeting last Tuesday 
noon. The negative team, composed of 
Glen C'ooper and J. Paul Reed, and 
the affirmativ·e team, composed of 
Richard Bromley and Charles Poston 
debated the proposition, "Resolved that; 
all collective bargaining be negotiated 
through non-company unions, safe.-
guarded by law." 
BEREAVED BY DEATH 
Harold Whitacre, EI student, was be-
reaved by the death of his father, 
Dulcia Whitacre of Lerna, who died 
Monday morning, February 25. Death 
was due to a heart attack, following an 
illness of only one day. 
Patronize the News advertisers. 
Drastic Reductions 
IN MILLINERY, 
READY -TO-WEAR, ET:c. 
at 
The Vogue Shop 
FINAL CLEARANCE 
MOORE TIRE & BATTERY ~ERVlCE 
Goodyear Tires Marla.tt Batteries 
PHONE 839 
For Prompt Battery and Tire Service 
Starting-Lighting-Ignition 
417 Madison Street On Route 16 
1111111 ~t 1111111 
RYAN'S SHOE STORE 
You will find what 
you want. 
Now that the Student Council has 
recognized our greatness, the least 
Kappa Delta Pi can do is to kiss us on 
both cheeks and give ~s a medal for 
distinguished services to our one and 
only alma mater. Non est dubium! 
Hie, Haec, Hoc! 
Our own Little Audry has the ring 
and the license. Will somebody please 
step up and do the super-boys. scout 
act. (Name and address on request.) 
~-----------------------' Men's or Ladies' Dress or Sport 
Even chapel turned over a new leaf 
last Tuesday. We is all friends, isn't we? 
--- we? We say, isn't we? 
Isn't 
F. E. BARNES, M. D. D. 0. 
OSTEOPATH 
Phones 526-194 
Rooms 5-6-7, Mitchell Block 
Charleston, Ill. 
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat. 
Newest Styles at 
VERY REASONABLE PRICES 
Wherever Shakespeare says "life" or Signed: Ole Poker Face. ~~==~~~==========~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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CaptainNicolas State's School Aid Expendi(ure Is On Decline Raymond Gregg 
Typifies Villian Tells Record in 
Of 
I E. H . Taylor, head of the Mathe- $105,433,663.69 as against $211,617,911.-Shakespeare matics department, recently spoke at uatendu Year . 63 for the calendar year ending 
--- a meeting of Coles county educators December 31, 1934. In other words, 
"Why ,ooo,ooo while expenditures for schools dropped 
Hugh Walpole's Latest Hero Is and patrons on the subject, almost one-third the revenues for the 
Thorough Villain; Author Does Have State Aid for Schools." Among state climbed 100.7 per cent. 
Good Job of Creating Story. other things he stated that a larger There is now due the school fund 
--- state aid fund is needed and that some l'iao¥1 har . June 30, 19M from the state a total of $15,419,393.90. 
By Mrs. Kedley •36 tax other than the property tax should one m aj-or item in default to the com-Othello had his !ago-when Shakes- be available to obtain the money. mon school fund is $7,000,000 which I 
peare created !ago he set a standard In preceding points we hope to show i the legislature appropriated and which 
for the most wicked and malicious of graphically and statistically what Mr. I was to have been paid out of sales 
characters who enjoy being evil. Then Taylor meant, and also to present otl:ier •••. J tax receipts but which cannot be paid 
Hugh Walpole created aptain Nicolas. ills in the state aid fund provisions. It l until a special emergency bill is pass-
The book is named for its main char- ~ hoped that those students preparing r···· ed. 
acter and the reader helplessly watch- to teach next year or in the more dis- : 
es the unfolding of a diabolical per- tant future will find something of r····• I 
sonality. Of course Captain Nicolas value in the following material. - : 
is quite civilized; he does not kill any- The Editors. ,. •... 1 : 
one nor does his fingers drip with I L •••• J Note General Crash nPO- oo.o otv. gore. He destroys something almost • • J"V 
· rr th t t Statistics show that the state has re- J as precious as I e-- a swee seren- ••.. , r·-
ity that is the essense of fan:ily life. laxed its program of school aid both in L .... J 
To make his crimes worse he is a the matter of fiscal expenditures in all 
brother to the family he tm joy::; dis- departments and in expenditures for 
rupting. new buildings and grounds. 
The atmosphere is carefully pre- Total expenditures, all funds, for 
Expenditures Slump 
Expenditures for the new buildings 
and grounds for schools crashed 87.5 
per cent f.ar the two years of 1933-34, 
as compared with 1926-27. Expendi-
tures for new equipment, in the same 
years, dropped 67 per cent. 
General reductions in the salaries 
of school teachers in Illinois, grave in 
their results upon the morale of teach-
ers, are revealed in an official bulletin 
from the office of J ohn A. Wieland, 
superintendent of public instruction pared; the reader is almost tempted the schools for the fiscal years end-to say, "another hearth and home ing June 30, 1930, were $149,994,741.20; 
story." There is Fanny carlisle, large for the fiscal year ending June 30, 
and comfortably happy after twenty 1934, $100,706,112.88. In five years the 
years of married life. She is wrapped expenditures have dropped 32.9 per 
up in the welfare of the three children, cent. Total revenue for Illinois for the 
her mother-in-law, her brother and fiscal years ending June 30, 1930, were 
26 27 28 29 30 3 32 and former EI student. Some of the 
In the ..... ~ h b k 1. . salary losses are as high as 61.73 per aJJUve grap ro en me In- . 
. ' I cent of the1r annual pay. Only two 
d~cates school revenue; solid line in- counties have registered increases in 
diCates decreasing expenditures. salaries, and these are slight. 
sister. She loves her home, the old ----------------,-----------------:------------------
family place of the Coventry's. Fanny "Queen Anne" Books Pegasus Ponders I Local Debate Team Is 
is drawn as a rather simple, not to say, 
foolishly fond wife and mother. Her Spotted by Browser Victor Over Shurtleff 
life centers about her tea table and MYSTIC JOURNEY 
the chatter of her happy family. The If you're br·owsing for a real portrait The m oonlight's long, slim fingers, 
reader is bored. of Queen Anne that shows her with- Light as air, 
Nicholas waggers In out the extreme mass of events of her Are weaving white enchantment 
Then comes her brother, Captain times crowding around her, read For my hair-
Nlcolas Coventry. He had been absent Brown's "Alas Queen Anne." You can A net of moon-born mystic 
ten years and brought back with him also get a good look at Pepys without Pearls to wear. 
his little daughter, Lizzie. Fanny. so much reading if you'll try "Every-
alone, of all her family was really glad body's Pepys," an abridged edition of As in unending dream, I 
to see Nicholas. She had forgotten the complete text of Pepys. Glide along 
him as a man and remembered him To improve that better side of you Between dark aisles of trees-a 
only as a long absent b other. The and at the same time learn some ex- Sainted throng-
reader should have been prepared for tremely interesting things, read "Seven Which lift their Gothic arches 
the nasty s tory. The author so cand- Great Bibles" by Martin and "The In one song. 
idly outlines the captain's character. w ld' G t c f · " b th or s rea on ess10n y e con- 1 w ·th d · ed He was a ett thi f · f 1 r·eam-wmg feet I wander: p y e , a sponger, a vam fessors t~emselves. Two collecti<?ns o All 1 sou ht 
egotistical deceiver. He liked a poetry, JUSt received at the library, ~ . . 
dangerous risk if the chances were in will present some of the great things Has fashwned, sp1re on sprre, with 
his favor. He bact had to leave house to you in a beautiful way. They are Beauty fraught, 
after house because of thieving or too Masefield's "End and Beginning" and A temple that my spirit's 
In their first appearance since tying 
for first place in the Normal tourna-
ment, the men's negative debate team 
won a decision over Shurtleff college 
at Alton February 24. 
The men making the trip were Glen 
Cooper, Paul Reed, an alternate de-
bater, George Lutz, and J. Glenn Ross, 
coach. 
This was the negative team's first 
taste of inter-collegiate competition as 
the debate at Normal did not count in 
the collegiate standings. 
The question for the Shurtleff de-
bate was the same as the one used at 
Normal: r esolved, that all collective 
bargaining be negotiated through non-
company unions. 
Managing Field 
New Business Manager H a. s 
Taught in Several Systems; 
Last Position in South Dakota. 
By Muriel Edwards 
Back of the stacks of the text-book 
library, remote from the shifting of 
classes and the problems of grades and 
attendance, Raymond R. Gregg, Bus-
iness Manager of the college, sits at his 
desk, busy with our financial prob-
lems. 
He was studying an unbelievably 
large ledger when we asked for an in-
terview. Good humoredly, he laid the 
book aside to tell us a little of his 
busy life. 
After one year at the Southside high 
school, Denver, Colorado, Mr. Gregg 
entered Southern illinois State Teach· 
ers college, at Carbondale, and grad-
uated fr.om a two year course there in 
June, 1917. From December 1, 1917 to 
March 1, 1919, he served in the Radio 
Service of the United States Navy Re· 
serves Corps. A series of illnesses, 
ranging from mumps t o pneumonia, 
kept him in the hospital for months 
and made it impossible for him to be 
assigned to a ship before the war was 
over. 
After the war, Mr. Gregg taught 
mathematics in t he high school at 
West Frankfort, Ill. Then he return· 
ed to school and received the degree 
of Bachelor of Philosophy from the 
University of Chicago. School of Bus-
iness, December, 1922. In August of 
the following year, Mr. Gregg received 
a master's d egree from the same uni-
versity. After working in Chicago for 
two years, Mr. Gregg taught business 
subjects at the Waukegan Township 
high school for five years. During the 
summers of 1927, 1928, and 1930, he at-
tended the University of Chicago. 
open love making to the Wl'ong person. Edmond Blunden 's poetry compiled in Peace has wrought. 
He made friends and used them cas- a volume called "Poems of 1914-1930." - L. Beatrice Widger. 
ually. He loved only himself and his There are two new novels in the li-
daughter. He felt that the world and brary that you will enjoy. Edith 
its inhabitants owed him a living and Wharton presents a woman in revolt 
an amusing time in the process. Only against her inherited society in "The 
to his daughter did he relax and be- Gods Arrive" and Miss Lenanton makes 
come the bird of prey he really was. an unusual romance out of a famous 
His shadow, quite as evil as himself, elopement in "Miss Barrett's Elope-
ON PEACE OF NaND 
DRAMA LEAGUE OFFERS 
SIX WEEKS SCHOLARSHIP 
In September of 1930, Mr. Gregg left 
Illinois and went to Mitchell, South 
Dakota where he was business man-
ager of Wesleyan university for two 
years. In 1932 he was made head of 
the Department of Economics and 
Business Administration for the same 
university. During the summer of 
1933 and 1934 he again at tended the 
University of Chicago, and in Septem-
ber of 1934 he came to this college. 
was a half-caste West Indian, Abel. 
The Captain's daughter, Lizzie was a 
dark thin child, strangely silent and 
observant. She accepted her father as 
she did 10ther facts of his sound life 
as they were forced upon her. She 
was unimpressed as her father's gay 
charm and cleverness began to be felt 
in the Carlisle family. She debated 
on the outcome and had decided that 
if her father could not protect h er and 
care for her she would run away and 
do it herself. 
Incidents pile up toward the climax. 
The sister, Grace, has been discovered 
by Nicolas writing love letters to her-
self. How he enjoyed his knowledge. 
Then a letter of Fanny's husband to 
his mistress is given Fanny by Nic-
ment." 
Another new book at the library is 
a v·olume of essays, about significant 
people and happenings of the literary 
world as well as tin pan alley, by 
Rebecca West. The volume is called 
"Ending in Earnest." 
The last two books which I have to 
suggest for any brow..ser wanting some-
thing different are Waldon's "Leading 
A Dog's Life," which is about Shirley, 
a Scotch Collie, and Reinhard's "The 
Witchery of Wasps"- a true story of 
a different tribe. Do you know what 
happens when a wasp sits down? 
THOMAS BRIGGS WRITES 
ARTICLE FOR MAGAZINE 
olas. Fanny is desolate; the whole Thomas H. Briggs, former member 
course of her life is changed. Nell, the of the facu1ty, is the author of an ar -
daugh~er, is part of the usua~ triangle ticle which appeared in the F ebruary 
and Nicolas t eases her by h1s know- ·issue of the Teachers College Record 
ledge of .the affair and the conse- The article is entitled, "What Emotion~ 
quences If he should tell. He was Do to our Thinking." 
really very subtle, so much so that none 
of them could definitely lay their 
troubles to him. Finally the whole 
household is upset and rapidly break-
ing down because of Nicolas' activ-
ities. 
Nicolas Makes His Exit 
The author skillfully presr;nts the 
problem, but none of the characters 
seem strong enough to solve it. Then 
Fanny rises to the occasion and de-
mands that Nicolas go at once. so 
sur-e is be of his power that Nicholas 
asks h er husqand if he should go or 
stay. But Fanny, knowing h er whole 
happiness and that of her children 
depended on his going, was firm. Then 
Nicolas, since he is defeated, relates 
the story of his knavery, and quite 
complacently too. The Carlisles are 
shocked. They realize that n ever I 
again will they be the same. They 
have been jarred out of their cheerful 
rut. Somehow, now that the suspense 
is over with, Captain Nicolas does 
not seem so bad and perhaps they did 
need a shock to rouse them . . 
When Nicolas tells Lizzie that they 
Remember your friends with flowers 
at Easter. Phone 39. Lee's Flower 
Shop. 
are moving she does not respond to 
his excuses. He feels a cold chill of 
fear. Have they alienated his darling 
child? He does not know what she 
thinks about his actions nor does he 
know his .evil Genii Abel is close be-
hind him. T aken as a whole the read-
er feels that the Furies are but a 
jump behind Captain Nico-las Cov-




R. W. W est enbarger 
High Gr·ade Cleaning at the 
Same Price 
We Do All Kinds of Tailoring 
610 Sixth St. Charleston, Ill. 
Of course, it's peace of mind we want· 
We think, reject, uphold, combine, ' 
Disarray, and thus r esign 
Into a state of morbidness. 
And then you rouse us up perforce 
And decry our immaturity. 
Away, illusioned prophet! 
You speak of peace of mind to come; 
Humph!- When you died, did you 
h ave peace of mind? 
STUDENT TEACHERS ARE 
TRAINING SCHOOL GUESTS 
Student teachers of the winter and 
spring quarters and parents were 
hona.red with a program given by the 
fourth grade on Friday, February 22. 
Stories and poems about Washing-
ton were featured on the program. In 
addition, Mary Alice Stanberry and 
Leland Watson offered a piano and 
clarinet duet. William Snyder gave a 
cornet so.lo. Five girls in costume pre-
sented a soft shoe dance to the tune 
of "Swwanee River." 
The program was closed with a read-
ing by Miss Arnold of Kipling's "The 
Elephant's Child." 
Free- With a purchase of a 50c size 
Woodbury's cream or powder you re-
ceive a bar of Woodbury soap- Peo-
ples Walgreen System Drug Store. 
North side square. 
The 
J.IM TAM 
Sc Hamburgers 5c 
Sc Hot Dogs Sc 
lOc Home Made 
Chili lOc 
Candy · Cigarettes 
The Drama League Travel Bureau, 
non-commercial organization, is of-
fering scho.larships for the six weeks 
session at the University of London. 
These scholarships are primarily in-
tended for students interested in liter-
ary and drama, but are available for 
others. 
Details may be obtained from the 
League's h eadquarters in Essex House, 
New York. 
Call F. V. Thrall 
for 
Quality Coal 
Exclusive Dealers in Glendora Coal 
Phone 186 123 Sixth St. 
. ~ ,., -




F eatured are the New Prints 
and N avy! at 
$ 99 
• 
Every important n ew Spring style 
is here! Capes, jackets, boleros . . . 
puff sleeves, shirring, taffeta and 
lingerie trims. Of such popular 
materials as Plaid Taffetas, new 
small pattern Prints, Navy Crepes! 
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Who Yearns to Experience Thrills of 
Outdoor Life After this Tale Is Told? 
-Art-i-facts-· 
For you m ercenary people who think 
art doesn't pay, see the paintings in 
the Illinois Magazine, that belonged to 
J. P . Morgan. He is trying to retrieve 
his fort une by selling some of the 
famous paintings he owns. Six of them 
act ually brough t t hree million dollars! 
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, in 
New York City, paid $500,000 for two 
paintings, one by Filippo Lippi, and 
the 9ther by Peter P aul Rubens. The 
Rubens was bough t by t h e late J . P. 
Morgan from the Duke of Marlborough. 
Two Franz HaJs paintings were sold to 
an unidentified buyer f·or $300.000. 
Oth ers of the six sold by Mr. Morgan 
are the almost priceless Giovanna 
Tornabuoni, by Domenico Ghirlandaio, 
reported to have been purchased by 
Edsel F ord for $500,000 and Sir Thom-
as Lawrence's Lady Elizabeth F arrew, 
sold to an unidentified buyer for 
$200,000. 
It Takes Sixteen Tons of Coal Per Day 
To Heat El; Glad We Aren't Firemen 
Mountainous Ground, Rude In-
truders and at Last Rain Make 
Sorry Night for Ca.mper-Outer. 
By Virginia Cottet Snider 
Too much has been written about 
the "beauties of nature"; too many 
arm-chair naturalists prattle prettily 
about the wonders of "God's great out-
doors." No doubt I have written too 
much, myself, about the pleasures I 
have found in the woods and fields. 
Now I demand that I recount some-
thing of the tribulations ·O.f a DGl:r.ural-
ist, for the real naturalist takes his na-
ture as it comes-"through water, 
through fire; over bush, over brier," 
for the tribulations of a naturalist are 
great. Also, they are vastly unCL·!n -











From time t o time we shall print 
student and faculty comments on 
political topics. Contributions No. 
1 this week is by J. Paul Reed. 
By J. Pa ul Reed 
t·-··- ··-··-··--·-1·-··----·--·---·-t: I : 1 Jo£tic 1!icense t 
I Sigma Tau Delta : 
' ! +·---··-·--·--·--··-·--··-··-··-··-·+ 
Pla ns for a "guest night" were dis-
cussed at the last meeting of Sigm a 
T au Delta and the Writers' club on 
Thursda y. A commit tee consisting of 
Virginia Snider, Sarah Wozencraft, and 
Stanley Mcintosh was appointed t o ar-
range a program. 
Who would t hink good r esults m ight 
grow out of the subst itution ·of a box 
of binoculars for a box of soap? An 
imaginative Sigma Tau Delta built a 
play around t hat incident. 
EI Heating Plant Never Runs at 
Capacity, Still It Uses from 
Two to 16 Tons of Coal. 
Sixteen tons a day! One day during 
th e coldest weather last month the 
power h ouse used about sixteen tons of 
coal according t o Mr. Clotfelter, the 
engineer . During t h e hot weather last 
J uly the daily mimmum was two 
t ons. T he average consumption ranges 
from sixteen to seventeen hundred 
tons during the school year . 
On the first of September, 1934 a fire 
was kindled in one of the fire boxes. 
The ot h er boiler is being used now, 
but ordinarily one boiler is used until 
the fire is allowed to die at the last of 
the summer term. Only a small frac-
tion of the total capacity is used; dur-
Upon Going to Sleep 
One of the most interesting phases 
of the Industrial Recovery Act has 
been the discussion over section 7 -a. 
Because of the pressure being brought 
to bear by the American Federation 
·Of Labor, the administration thought 
it best to cooperate with labor and 
thus secure labor's support. Accord-
ing to .official reports, Senator Wagner 
and the labor leaders conferred on a 
plan which would make organized la-
bor's position secure. The result was 
section 7 -a of the act. 
Harold Whitacre has been reading 
Craven 's "Men of Art," and quotes a 
word picture ,o.f Leonardo Da Vinci. 
"When he walked through the streets 
of Milan, his long fair hair crowned 
with a black cap, and his blonde beard 
flowing down over his favorite rose-
colored tunic, passer s-by drew aside, 
and whispered to one another, 'There 
he goes to paint the Last Supper.' He 
would travel from h is h ouse across th e 
whole length of the city to work on the 
picture, mount the scaffold, add two or 
three touches of color, and then go 
away; at other times he would paint 
in the deepest concentration from 
morning until night, without f·ood or 
drink." A self portrait of the man 
who believed "the face is the mirror 
of the soul" shows a confident man. 
Visible, too, is a little conceit. Leon -
ardo knew his soul and mirrored it in 
club ing t he coldest weather only one boiler One-act plays. wr itten by 
members and read at the last m eet-
ing were best exemplified by one of 
special interest t o the group. It was 
about a young boy's marr iage problem s 
wh en he was not earning enough 
money to support his wife. 
Some of the greatest can come dur-
ing a night of sleeping out. One ·O·f my 
own nights under the stars has, no 
doubt, been paralleled by other camp-
ers-quite as interesting, if not more 
uncomfortable. My blankets were ar-
ranged so. that most of them were over 
me, for in summer the ground is 
warmer than the air at night. Some-
how, though, my feet were soon stick- Disputed Section 7 -a 
Poetry Scrapbook 
T iny boy 
Staring at m e 
With eyes like 
That broom is 
you-
P ut it down. 
You won 't? 
toy balloons; 
much bigger th an 
Then don't put it down. 
was necessary. 
Looking over head at the four large 
inverted pyramid shape hoppers, the 
repor ter asked, "How much coal ·do 
the h oppers hold?" 
Mr. Clodfelter answered, "I've been 
asked that question so many times I'm 
going to climb up there and measure 
them." He stated, however, that they 
probably have the capacity of eight 
hundred tons. ing disconcertingly out of the end of This section 7 -a provides that no em-
~Y blankets; they hadn't. been tuck.ed ployer can force his workers to join a 
m properly. Th~ col~ air leaked m . company uni·on. A company union is 
o.ne could not 1mag~ne that a Ju?-e I a union organized in a particular 
mght could .be so. chilly. Next I di~- ~ plant and which has no connections 
covered an m~rusive young mountam with any other unions. At first, the 
<not a mole-hill) under by. lef~ scap- provision read that the employer could 
ular, and scrougmg to avoid It, my not force his workers to join any un-
lower vertebrae were irritated by an- ion, company or non-company, but or-
~!her lump eq~al . to AI:arat . ~~at ganized labor, which has always fought 
emed to swell m size and mtrusibillty for the closed shop was able to strike 
~the night wore o~. I went to sleep, ·out the first part, which barred the 
fmally,. after watchmg the stars for employer from obligating the em-
~ours, It seemed. An owl yapped over ployees to join a non-company union. 
m the woods. Far below the hill 
his portrait. 
Alfred Kreymborg is a laughin g, 
wh imsical philosopher . Sometimes his 
love of h umor carries h im much too 
far toward the absurd . He laughs at 
progress, prejudices and dreams. Som e-
The State awards the contracts for 
coal at Springfield and local truckers 
bring it from the railroad tracks to 
the power plant. At the front en-
trance the coal is dumped into a small 
hopper which guides it onto the chain 
bucket elevator. This elevator in turn 
empties the coal into the large hop-
pers; it also carries the ashes from the 
boiler grates. 
Construction of the power house be-
gan in 1924 and it was first used in 
March, 1925. It furnishes steam heat 
for all of the buildings except the 
greenhouse which has it's own heat-
ing system. 
whereon I lay was a swamp from which Section 7 -a further states that an 
BE LIFE OF BANQUET! tim es h e is wistful and tender; often 
STUDY UP ON TOASTS he is merry, audacious and quaint; 
but always h e is entertaining. issued sundry barks, quavers, wails, employer must recognize the union 
clicks, whines, groans, purrs, and spine- which his workers select to represent 
chilling screeches. Although I guessed them. If the workers wish to join a 
that they were made by a diverse col- company union, they may, but they 
cannot be forced to join a company lection of owls, night herons, frogs, 
union. Muddle-headed labor officials 
and branches of trees rubbing to- were so confident of the influence ex-
gether, the night was far from con- erted by their union they could n c 
ducive to sleep. conceive any workers voluntarily join-
Through t h e use of staccato "free 
In view of the fact that spring t ime forms" and brief deft bits of wit he 
is the ·op en season for social events of holds the interest of the reader. His 
every nature, Miss Mary J . Booth , head use ·Of "free forms" suits h is whim-
librarian, has placed on r~serve three I sical moods much better than his 
books concernmg appropnate toasts. thoughtful ones. Occasionally we 
"Toaster's Handbook," by Edmund find exquisite, wistful bits such as: 
exhibition games. His one hobby or 
passion is music. 
He has published Mushrooms, Plays 
for Poet-Mimes, Plays for Merry An-
drews and Blood of Things. The Plays 
for Poet-Mimes are brief dramas to be 
pantomimed while r ead They show an 
expert knowledge of the theatrical. 
Riude Intruder Present? ing a company union. 
"Ho, Hum," thought I , and popped 
off to sleep at last. Immediately, it 
seemed, I was awakened by that un-
comfortable feeling that one has on 
knowing that a burglar is in the same 
room with him. I was afraid to turn 
my heac;l.. I knew something was star-
ing at me in the star-lit darkness 
which was not dark at all, now. I 
noticed later that a dull waning moon 
was swimming drunkenly in clouds 
over in the south-west. I did turn my 
head, at last, and my h eart leaped. Not 
very far away stood a flock of gangling 
sheep, all staring at m e in astonish -
ment. I said "Shoosh!" and flapped 
my blanket-edge at them, but they did 
not budge. What if they should take 
into their silly mutton-heads to fol-
low their leader and run across my 
prostrate form ? Horrible! Suddenly, 
however, they melted away in the op-
posite direction, and soon afterward a 
huge sow conducted h er squealing fam-
ily of porkers over the hill top, not far 
away. I heard a horse galloping. If 
only there were no cows. I h ate cows. 
and Williams; "More Toasts," by 
Mosher; "Still More Toasts," by Mul-
ler, are the three books expected to 
aid students who may have occasion to 
speak at one of the many social events 
at our college this spring. 
I slept again. 
Rain! Oh, to Be Home 
Again I woke, and still it was night. 
It was a very wet night, too. My 
blanket was soaked; mud was splatter-
ed on my face . I shoved my poncho 
over me, from whence it had slipped. 
The water leaked in around my ears, 
and then I discovered that my feet 
were sticking out again at the other 
end. Strong · language was in order 
but it did not dry the blanket nor m e. 
My companion and I sat up in the 
deluge; then gathering our belongings 
together, we plodded soggily down the 
hill to the car which was placidly mir-
ing itself deeply in the clay road. Tri-
bulations of a naturalist, as you can 
see, are often great, but he, slightly 
roughened-but-ready, always comes 
back for more. 
NEW SECTIONS ADDED 
TO SEVERAL SUBJECTS 
Because of overcrowded classes, sev-
eral new sections of a number of :.;ub-
jects were added during the first 
week of the new term. New sections 
have been created for the following 
courses: 
English 34, English 25, Arithmetic 
21,. and a third section in hyglene, 
Which was added on registration day. 
After the agreement had been signed, 
labor officials, no doubt under the in-
fluence of their own hypnotic powers, 
came to the conclusion they had put 
one over on the administration and 
the dirty capitalists. So they thought, 
this section would force a closed shop. 
But they had not reckoned with the 
administration. When they later de-
manded that certain employers operate 
under a closed shop and exclude non-
union m en , General Johnson told 
them they were laboring under a mis-
apprehensi·on. Section 7 -a, said John-
son, did not force a closed shop. 
labor began to feel that General John-
son was a Judas- a capitalistic Judas 
at that. 
Lately, the inquisitive union has 
poked its nose into the automobie in-
dustry. A year ·Or so ago, the A. F. of 
L. tried to unionize the industry, but 
Henry Ford proved too much for them. 
When the automobile code was being 
formulated by Richberg et al, the A. F. 
Weirton Steel Case of L. asked for a look-in, but were 
Much like the bewildered pup that to~d by the snooty administrators that 
has ventured upon a bee-tree, labor t h e A. F. of L. did not represent a 
tried a new angle. Rumor h ad it that , majority of the workers in the industry 
certain employers were forcing their and that organized labor might as well 
workers into joining company union s look elsewh ere for a kind Mother Hub-
in order to prevent union organizers bard- the administrative cupboard was 
from m aking any head-way. This, bare. The A. F. of L. explained that 
said the officials, was a violation of they had a reputation to maintain. 
section 7-a. The Weir ton Steel Plant l They had given up in t h e textile strike 
was convicted in the first court, but an I and the San Francisco strike in order 
appeal was granted. In the n ew trial 1
1 
that industry might not be hampered 
section 7-a was declared unconstitu- in its dash up the home stretch to 
tinnal insofar as it pertains to intra- prosperity. Couldn't the administra-
state commerce. The Budd Com- 1 t ion h elp a teensy-weensy bit? From 
pany was accused of coercion, and the uproar that's being heard, the ad-
General Johnson ruled a new election ministrational bee has just landed on 
to determine the worker 's choice. At t h e nose. 
the same time he specified that each Wheth er the pup will continue to 
worker must sign his name and badge fight or will run for a nice pond where 
number to his vote. Naturally, vote it can bury itself is a moot question. 
against the company meant a dismis-
sal. The company union won h ands 
down. 
At last, the union officials hired a 
lawyer to figure the section out for 
them. They learned, much to their 
consternation , that the section was 
ambiguous and might be construed in 




403 Lincoln St . section did not force the employer to \ Phone 422 bargain with the union- it only f·orced 
him to "r ecognize" it. By this time 1-----------~-----l 
LUNCH AND FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
.LITTLE CAMPUS CAFE 
Phone 1020 
Moon dance, 
You were not to blame. 
Nor you, 
Lovely white moth. 
But I saw you together. 
Alfred Kreymborg lives too lightly 
and t oo pleasantly to be a really great 
poet. His feelings are often mere 
ripples. He is content with the lesser 
triumphs of art, with small shafts of 
satire, rainbow glints of beauty, 
t enderness and pathos. 
Werden Grocery 
Groceries, Lw1ch Meats, Fresh 
Fruits & Vegetables 
Alfred Kreymborg was born in New 
York City. For a time he earned a 










Book & Stationery Store-Phone 428 
NEWSPAPERS MAGAZINES 
ANDREWS LUMBER & MILL CO., Inc. 
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Good Lumber is Worth t he Difference 






The facilities of this ·hotel are available 
Coffee Shop- Private Dining Room 
. - Banquet Room 
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays 
May We Serve You? 
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Spring Football Practice for Fifty Men Gets Underway 
Lantz Coaches.Second Spring Session: ... ANTHERG'RAM + Bethonians, TopNotchers,FidelisAre 
Drill in Fundamentals Is Being Stressed P - BySIRLANTZELOT- S Outstanding in Thursday's Contests 
Ernie Pricco Will Assist with 
Coaching Duties; Recruits Are_ 
Given Special Attention. 
Coach C. P. Lantz opened the sec-
ond anual spring football practice la!St 
week with about 50 candidates report-
ing in uniform. The purpose of this 
spring clinic is to recruit new men 
for the 1935 squad as well as to give 
additional instruction to men from last 
year's team. 
The work of the squad so far has 
been in fundamentals. Coach Lantz 
states that he will continue along this 
line for the next three weeks and then 
hold several light scrimmages prior to 
a football game between the squa~l 
men. He hopes to get numerous point-
ers from this game and will ::ivlde 
the playing ability as shown in orien·· 
tation practice equally between the 
two groups. However, the rookies will 
be given every opportunity to show 
their "stuff." 
Coach Lantz is being assisted by Er-
nie Pricco, star tackle two years azo, 
who ended his career in 1933. Pricco 
spent last fall as coach of TC high. 
Several of the senior lettermen have 
reported for the practice and are 
helping the recruits all they can. 
Locals Close Season 
Accepts Position 
Scott Funkhouser, assistant coach in 
foo·tball last fall and former star 
athlete, has accepted a "scouting" po-
sition. However, it ha snothing to do 
with sports, for he is a checker for the 
Mattoon relief administration. He dis-
With Ten Victories continued studies here after the Winter 
term to take up his new work. 
When the Lantzmen ended their 
basketball season with a victory over 
St. Viator here their season's record 
bobbed up to a winning mark. The re-
cord shows ten victories and nine de-
feats. EI did not fare so well in the 
Oh, So You Believe 
FDR Has Hard Job 
C. W. (Pete) Reynolds is one coach 
conference, losing six while winning who will not say upon his confirm-
four. 
The record shows double victories ation, "I only hope to continue the ex-
+·----··-··-··-··---·-··-··--·--·-·+ 
The reviving of the Little Nineteen El Bows to Maroons • 
tournament which has for many years T d• ' 
been out of existence was attempted I opple Cape In Ians 
this year without success. F'rom many 
Lions Defeat Phi Sigs; Tourney 
Field Narrows as Champs Come 
Through as Expected. 
angles such a tournament is a very The Panthers broke even on a two- Thursday's int ramural tornament 
desirable thing. In the first place it day trip to Southern Illinois and Mis- games were won by t he Bethonians, 
would decide how the top-ranking souri on February 22-23, losing to Car- Fidelis, Top Not chers, and Lions. 
teams stack up against each other bondale on Friday night by a 41-29 After running nip and tuck with the 
The size of the league prohibits each score but defeating Cape Girardeau, Hoods for three quar ters, the Bethon-
team meeting a fair sampling of con- Mo., the following evening, 30-29. Car- ians began hitt ing on all four cylind-
ference opponents. A team, under bondale thus avenged an earlier defeat ers (Lancaster, Sheer, Diamond, and 
present conditions, may play a full while Cape became a double defeat Younger ) and won the game, 27 to 17. 
schedule and . not meet an opponent victim of the Panthers. In the first half the Filedis la ers 
of any rankmg strength. Modern . . P Y f f t t t t· h d Agamst Carbondale EI lacked scor- were uncomfortably hampered by Here 
means 0.thas ranshp?r ab 10~ as hi~nhe ing punch and an adequate defense for 'I Tis men when they wished to shoot. 
away WI geograp IC arners w c . 
· 1 k t t f th tl 1 the fast Carbondale forwards. Lucas It ruffled them and two techmcals prevwus y ep earns o e nor 1. 
f t . th t th th 1 and Veach, Maroon forwards, scored were called. However the last half rom mee mg ose a e o er enc . . . 
Of th t t b t h d 1 the frrst 16 Carbondale points bet ween saw them draw away to wm by a 30 to e s a e, u sc e u e arrange- . . . 
me t St.11 h ld . t 1 . them and fmished up With 23 of their 12 score. Evers scored ten, Wyeth n I o s a prominen p ace 1n , . . deciding conference champions. By teams tot~l. E~ery, chunky ~ard, nme .. ~nd ? arruthers eight for Fidelis. 
arranging a post season tourney for I garnered nme pomts for the victors. Bnlliant performances by beth 
the eight top ranking teams this tie- ~aEa~d ca~ried ~he burden of EI scar- Wrights and Davis .gave the Top N?tch-
for-title menace would also be elim- j mg With nme pomts. Except for a brief ers a 25 to 13 wm over the G1Ibert 
inated. moment early in the second half when Boys. Les Wright sank five baskets 
EI tied the score at 23 all, Carbondale and a free throw. Carlock starred for 
Seldom a year passes but what two was never in danger ·Of defeat. the Gilbert Boys. 
or more teams end up in a tie for the Against Cape Girardeau the locals The Phi Sigs were upset in the win-
first place. Of course there are some presented an entirely different front. n in g march by th e Lions. They start-
logical objections. Coaches of eon- They swapped Cape point for point ed out with the first two baskets but 
ference leaders ask, "Why should we throughout, and finally forged ahead wer e unable to h o·ld t he lead and lost 
risk our share of the t itle in a touma- on free throws. Honefinger and Aus- 25 to 13. Strader was hitting and 
ment? After all, should the loss of tin were responsible for the game win- amassed ~4 points. Sockler ~ent 
a single game in a tournament hold I ning charity throws. Howard Ballard strong unt il forced out by a spramed 
more weight than our season's rec- returned to customary form and blas t- ankle. Cooper, Bryan and Spence 
ord?" And these objections seemingly ed in 14 points, two baskets coming in scored for t he Phi Sigs. 
are very well founded. The logical the last three minutes to tie the score 
correcton of all evils, of course, is at 27 apiece. 
the conference split idea which was 
on foot last year and was never car-
ried throu.g1h<. Until the coaches of 
the Little Nineteen become more ac-
tive in correcting the faults wh!ch now 
exist the conference will drag along 
in the same old rut. 
TO ATTEND MEETING 
INTRAMURAL WINNERS 
The five high t eams of the intra-
mural conference are as follows: 
Team- Won Lost Pet. 
Lit tle Egyptians .............. 13 2 .865 
Top Potchers .................... 13 2 .366 
Bethonians ................ .. ...... 12 3 .800 
Fidelis ................................ 10 5 .667 
over Shurtleff, Sparks Business col- cellent record established by my pre- BITS ABOUT 'EM 
The W AA has appo-inted Ruth Miller 
and Glenna Simpson to represent EI 
at the Physical Educat ion Convention 
of the North East secti·on of the United 
States, to be held in Chicago on 
March 28. This is an annual meeting, 
but the first · time local W AA members 
have planned to attend. 
Lions .................................... 10 5 .667 
lege, and Cape Girardeau, Mo. The decessors." No, sir. Mr. Reynolds h as MR. BEU officiated the Effingham 
Lantzmen lost twice to McKendree, been signed to coach at Knox. It district tournament last week-end. We 
Normal, and Indiana State, while seems that Knox has lost 27 consecu- were informed by an official not long 
breaking even with Indiana Cent ral tive games and has not won a game ago that MR. BEU is said to have 
and Carbondale. A single loss was since October of 1931 when Beloit re- made the high est grade up to that 
suffered at the hands of Macomb, fused to win. time on the rules test given to offi-
while the Panthers defeated St. Via1XH', LJ.o.yd Burdick, once of Illini foot- cial~ :when they join the Illinois As-
and Jonesboro, Ark., in single games. 1 ball fame, tried the Knox job last fan ! sociatwn ... JOE HENDERSON and 
The Jonesboro game gave EI its but gave up· before the season ended I BOB HOLMES of the basketball squad 
chance to set a new higr: scor~ng _-,:e- "for the good of the school"-and his are e~pected ~o st~engthe~ the track 
cord. They rose to therr rmghtlest own good. Oddly, Reynolds once team m the high JUmp t~us year ... 
heights for a 105-27 victory. . coached at Hobart college, the team JOE was a letter man m the event 
Howard Ballard is the only senior which lost 27 games and thus is tied last year .. BOB, a freshman, was 
lost from this year's squad. His loss with Knox for the loser's title How- state finalist for CHS last year 
will be sorely felt, since he has been ever, h e was not a mentor the;e when ?'AP:r'. TH(~DIUM expects t~ compe~e 
a mainstay for the past four seasons. , Hobart established its sensational los- m. his specialty, _the half-rm~e,. agam 
During three of those years he scored ing streak. thi.s year · . . Sprmg football IS m full 
more than 200 points. swmg. A large number of veterans 
Team EI OPil· I t I T have reported for drill .... LEE 
Indiana State, here .................... 35 48 n ramura OUrney WA~S, a promising freshman in 
Danville (Ind.), there ................ 32 31 Opens; Phi Sigs Win tenniS, has dropped out ?f school. .. , 
Cape Girardeau, Mo., here ...... 43 30 MAX McCLAIN, who fimshed an ex-
Danville (Ind.), here ........... ..... .. 30 43 cellent season at guard on the bas-
Intramural tourney play opened 
Indiana State, there .................. 34 f\2 Tuesday and Wednesday with the 
Macomb, there .......... · · ................ 26 32 Hoods, Bethonians, Fidelis, Gilbert 
Jonesboro, Ark., h er e ........ ........ l05 27 Bo·ys, Top Notchers, Phi Sigs, and I 
Sparks College, here ................ 57 · 18 Lions coming out on top. 
McKendree, there ...................... 13 44 
Sh tl ff Pi th 51 28 With Jones and Gilbert starring the ur e oneers, ere ......... . 
State Normal, h ere ..... ............... 29 31 Hoods whipped the Shooting stars, 25-
Carbondale, h er e .......................... 39 35 14. Lancaster and Scheer showed ail-
s k C 11 th 42 ~8 star performances when the Bethonians par s o ege, ere ........... ..... u 
Shurtleff Pioneers, here .......... 44 19 subdued the Cohods, 28-13. Carlock, 
State Nor mal, there ..... ............. 39 53 Kessinger, Taylor and Julian were all 
McKendrPe here ............ ........... 13 50 hitting the basket in the Gilbert Boys 
Carbondale, there ...................... 29 41 37-22 win over the Jim Tams. 
Cape Gira rdeau, there .............. 30 29 The Top Notchers, minus Les Wright, 
St. Viator, here .............. ....... ....... 28 27 showed their usual tight defense when 
they whipped the Tigers, 20-9. The up-
NEW FIELDHOUSE WILL 1 ·set of the tourney came when the Phi-
BE BUILT AT SOUTHERN Sigs toppled the conference leading 
_ _ Little Egyptians, 15-13. 
Halibut Liver Oil Capsules- 50 in 
box, 89c- Peoples Walgreen System I 




Serve it hot ... it hits the spot 
Contains Vitamins B and G 
Meadow Gold Dairy 
PHONE 7 
~-----------------------· 
EI's creaky, leaky gym is going to 
feel snubbed again when it learns that 
formal construction plans for an 
athletic fieldhouse at Carbondale col-
lege have been drawn up and submit-
ted. Tentative plans have also been 
drawn up for a swimming pool annex 
to be added to the present Carbondale 
gym. 
The stadium plans provide for a con-
crete structure that will seat 4,~50 peo-
ple. The building will be 331 feet long, 
containing four dressing rooms. These 
projects are subject to approval of the 
state legislature. Carbondale officials 
are almost certain of their ratification. 
Furste'sAUto Supply 
Buy It For Less at Furste's 
PHONE 24 
ketball team, joined his brother , 
RENE, who is working in INDIANA. 
... KNOX seems to have better luck 
on the basketball floor than they do 
in the football field. This year they 
won the mid-west conference title. 
Over a nine year period they have 
won 70 games and lost 61. 
ASHBY'S SHOE 
SHOP 
20 years' experience guarantees 
satisfaction in shoe repairing. 
~ 
WI .. OUIMB' 
We are now located at 
605 7th St. just off the 
southeast comer square 
. ~ . - - . - · .. - .. ' . ··- . . ;. '-"0:~·: '- ·-;,;._ 




Extra Trousers to Match $5.00 
Men, this oxford suit at $19.50 has no 
equal at the price ! It is an all wool 
worsted, celanese lined (lining guar-
anteed for life of suit) and hand-
tailored throughout . See! Compare 
this outstanding value with others 
• 
and you instantly will be convinced 






Tuesday, March 12, 1935 
Associated Press, (Little 19 Coaches 
Nominate Conference All-star Teams 
W AA Scoreboard 
And so "Si" gave up skating 'till the 
new quarter. 
El Closes Year with 28-27 Win Over 
Irish; Ballard Ends Brilliant Career 
La.siter, Cox, Laeding, Winn, and 
Westlake Are Chosen; Panthers 
Not Mentioned. 
Illinois College and 
Macomb Tie for Title 
The Panthers closed their 1934-35 
Can Simpson take it? She wouldn't basketball season with a spine-spin-
have been able to if it hadn't been for 
lead but after getting to 28, became 
fast on that figure. Viator, mean-
while, led by Don Betourne, cut the 
lead anct with 44 seconds to play was 
trailing 28-27. Betourne then missed 
a free throw and thus spared EI the 
possibility of an overtime tussle. Be-
tourne led his mates with 16 points. 
For his heroism the Panthers removed 
one perfectly good front tooth during 
a scuffle for the ball. 
Placing two men on the first tP-arn, Illinois College and Macomb tied for 
Illinois College, co-champion of the the little Nineteen basketball cr·own of 
Little Nineteen, led all other confe1·- the 1934-35 season with records of 12 
ence schools in the matter of all-star victories and one defeat. State Norm-
assignments on the Associated Press al wound up in third place with nine 
selection announced Sunday. Louis triumphs and one setback. Charles-
Lasiter, 6 foot 10 inch center, was as- ton's Panthers finished thirteenth, with 
signed to the pivot position and his a record of four wins and six defeats. 
team mate, Jim Winn, was a unani- Elmhurst and Shurtleff shared last 
mous choice for one guard spot. Ma- place with no victories and ten de-
comb, co-holder of the title with Illi- feats apiece . 
nois College, placed Laeding, star Illinois College and Macomb were at 
guard, on the first team. 
Cox Placed at Forward the top of the standings during a 
Delmar Cox, Millikin's great center, large part of the season, althoug~ three 
won a forward berth with Westlake of unbeaten. teams too~ turns sharmg the 
the DeKalb quint winning the other. lead until .su~cumbmg to late seas?n 
the gum. For the press, she said, 
"Was I tired, but was that gum good!" 
And so tomorrow night the faculty 
women again battle with the All-Stars. 
Y·O·urs truly still wears the marks of 
the last All-Star-Faculty game. But 
we are assured of a very easy game 
this time. Mr. Seymour may not play. 
The main difficulty in the rehearsals 
for the different scenes in the sports 
review was t hat everyone had the idea 
that they should faint. Since we're 
rather out of practice it was taken from 
the script. 
And now Dot Armes thinks she'll 
challenge the ping pong champs. Too 
had they already have their t~tle. 
Come to the W AA Sports Review anj 
see two lovely blondes in the styles of 
yesterday and today. 
The selection announced by this par- upsets. Illmms College, paced by J1m 
ticular press organization was chosen '¥inn and L?uis Lasite:, had o~e of the 
on the basis of votes turned in by I highest scormg teams m the history of 
coaches of the conference. They com- the school. Their single ~e:e~t was 
bined to name a second team whi.cll suffered at the hands of Milhkm. Tlle 
was composed of Eddie Markel, Car- locals did not meet Illinois this year 
thage, forward; Lynn Holder, Carbon- but dropped a decisi·on to Macomb 
dale, forward; Day, Macomb, center; there ·early in the season. 
Some people still aren't convinced 
Pet. that five girls can beat one boy in a 
.923 basketball game. Just ask "Lefty." 
Lewis, Knox, guard; and Don Adams, Team w 
Normal, center. Illinois College .... ........ 12 







more votes for a position on one of state Normal ........ ... .... . 9 





Ballard Again Wins Nort en ra .. ........... ... . 
Wesleyan; Welborn, McKendree ; Augustana .. ................... ... 8 





EI Scoring Honors 1 
Woods, Mecomb; Injerski, Eure a ; 
Means, Macomb; Skoglun
1
dd, MDeKalbb; ~~~~~:dal~ .. ··· :: ::: ::: :::::::::::::: ~ 
Gray, carbondale; Reyno s, acorn ; ' Ill w 1 
.667 Howard Ballard snared high soo,ring 
.636 honors on the Panther quint this year 
.615 with a 211 point t otal. Joe Curry was 
.571 "Second with 112 points while Bob 
.500 Holmes, freshman prospect, finished 
.444 third with 81 points. In scoring ,o,ver 
.400 200 points for the third consecutive 
.364 season, Ballard averaged slightly bet-
.286 ter than 11 points per game. 
Miller Augustana · Emery, Carbon- · es eyan ················ 8







berger, Wesleyan. Carthage .... ...................... 6 
EI Players Go Unmentioned McKendree ........ ............ 4 
As is the usual result, no player frorr. Panthers ········ ... .. .. .. ...... .. ... 4 
Eastern State received mention. Not Eureka ............................ 4 
all of the all-star selections are sen- Wheaton .... .... .... ... ............. 2 5 
10 
12 
'iors and one is a sophomore. Delmar St. Viator ·· ··· ····· ········ ···· ·· 1 
Cox has that distinction. ~estlake, I Bradley ··· ·· ··· ··················· ··· 1 
Laeding, and Winn are semors and Shurtleff ................... .. ... .... 0 10 
Lasiter is a junior. First team men were Elmhurst ................ ... ....... 0 10 
.091 The entire Panther team scored 778 
.077 points during the season, as compared 
.000 to 676 for the opposition. The Panth-
.000 ers averaged just a little better than 
high scorers this season. Lasiter led 
the league in this respect, Cox had 
the best average per game of any play-
er in the Little 19 and Westlake fin-
ished third 'in the standings. 
Louis Lasiter Wins 
High Score Honors 
For the second successive year, high 
scoring honors in t he Little Nine~een 
fell to Louis Lasiter, 6 foot 10 mch 
center on the Illinois College . co-
champions. Lasiter scored 166 po~n~ 
this season to top Delmar Cox, Milli-
kin star, who tallied 140 points. Ben 
westlake of DeKalb, who led the race 
during the first seven weeks, copped 
third place with 129 points. 
Joe Curry, Panther forward, and 
Howard Ballard, veteran star, finished 
well down the list of leading scorers, 
but were in the upper heights. Curry 
had 80 points and Ballard had 77 
points. 
Jim Winn, Lasiter's team mate, 
again finished the season with a point 
total over 100. He sc·o~ed 128 points 
this season and was 10 ahead of 
Markel, Carthage forward. 
The final rankings-: 
G FG FT Fts. 
Lasiter, Ill. College ... .. .. . 13 66 34 166 
Cox, Millikin .... .. .......... 9 51 38 140 
Little Egyptians Are 
Winners in Play-off 
Intramural leadership was settled 
once and for all February 22 and 23 in 
two rousing tournament games be-
tween the Little Egyptians and Top 
Notchers, and the men fr,om Egypt 
will wear the little gold basketballs, for 
they whipped the Top Notchers in two 
straight games. However, both were 
closely contested, the margins of vic-
tory being 28 to 24 and 15 to 11. The 
first went into three overtimes. 
The Little Egyptians, second place 
4.0 points per contest, while holding the 
opposition to a 35 point average. 
Individual Scoring of the Panthers 
FG Fr Total 
Howard Ballard .......... .. 90 31 211 
Joe Curry .. ..... .... ... ........ 50 12 112 
R obert Holmes ............ 29 23 81 
Carl Shaw .... .' .. ........... .. 32 12 76 
Max Dettro ....... .... ..... .... 25 17 67 
Osmond Brown ... ... ... ... 15 23 53 
"Mac" McClain .......... 17 6 40 
Harold Boggs ....... ......... 10 8 28 
Jimmy Tedrick .... .. ...... 12 8 32 
Okey Honefinger ............ 7 7 21 
Jack Austin ................. ... 6 6 18 
"Joker" Jones ............... . 6 4 16 
winners last year, have stood near the WAA PICKS ALL ... STAR 
league top all season, but received BASKETBALL QUINTETS 
their first defeats early, as did the Top 
Notchers. The Fidelis and Bethonians The all-star basketball teams chosen 
are the only teams which have de- by members of the WAA at the close 
feated the Little Egyptians. of the season are as follows: First 
The team has been led by Bill team-Ruth Miller and Mary Frances 
Milburn, scoring ace who outpaced , Etherton, forwards; Helen Jones and 
Evers of the Fidelis ~oward. the last Glenna Simpson, guards; Katherine 
•Of the season to get high pomts hon- Lumbrick, jumping center; and Esther 
ors. Mac Waldrip and Bohn, both Simmons, side center. 
veteran all-stars, steadied the team, Those on the second team are Viola 
and Dale Wright, recruit center, did McFarland, Edith Farrell, Jan'e Fellis, 
yeoman service in the Top Notcher Katherine Pagel, Wilma Brumleve, and 
games, getting fifteen points in the Clara Scholtz. 
first. Young and Tucker are the two 
other regular members of the team. 
westlake, DeKalb ...... .. .. 14 55 19 i~~ GRAPPLING TITLE IS 
Winn, Ill. College ........ 13 48 32 COPPED BY WHEATON 
EATS, DRINKS, CONFECTIONS, 
GROCERIES, VEGETABLES, 
MEAT 
Markel, Carthage ........ 12 43 32. 118 
Mead, Augustana ........ 10 44 21 109 
Woods, Macomb .. ........ 13 44 20 108 
Ingerski, Eureka ............ 11 36 24 96 
Welborn, McKendree .... 9 37 21 95 
Lewis, Knox ............... .10 36 23 95 
Nori, DeKalb .. ...... ..... ... 14 36 20 92 
HoJder, Carbondale .... 10 3.7 15 89 
• 
MILBURN COPS HIGH 
SCORE LEAGUE TITLE 
The eight intramural high scorers 
are listed below. This does not in· 
elude points made in the play-off of 
the conference tie between the Little 
Egyptians and Top Notchers, or points 
made in the tournament games. It is 
interesting to note that eight teams 
are represented. 
Milburn, Little Egyptians, 132; Ev-
ers, Fidelis, 118; Lancaster, Beth-
onians, 117; Sockler, Lions, 108; La-
verne Owens, Tigers, 107; R. Jones, 
Lair, 103; Strader, Lions, 101; Kessin-
ger, Gilbert Boys, 99; Feller, Math 
Club, 93. 
Other players scoring more than 50 
Points, listed in the order of points 
made, are: Carruthers, Fidelis; Strad-
er, Lions; L. Wright, Top Notchers; 
Taylor, Gilbert Boys; Ballard, Jim 
Tarns; Don Neal, Fidelis. 
Wheaton won the second a.nnual I 
wrestling crown at Wheaton Satu~·­
day, March 2. This is the first an- I 
nual championship that has been 
a warded in this sport. 
Wheaton is also winner of the un -
official crown in the past two years . 
In copping tb.e title th'is year Whea-
ton ran up 41 points while State Nm·-
mal and North Central were tying for 
second with 18 points. Eight college~ 
sent teams to the m eet. 
Look for placards saying, "We adJ 






Glasses Fitted by 
RICKETTS 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE 
Where E. I. and Soutb Charleston 
Buy Their Eats 
Meet Your Friends Here 
LINCOLN INN 
DELICATESSEN 
Phone 73 706 Lincoln Ave. 
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
North Side Square 
SPECIALIZING 
in All Kinds of 
BEAUTY WORK 
W. C. Peters, Prop. Phone 1506 
Art Craft Studio 
Have your application picture 
made from your Warbler 
negative. 
Phone 598 
ning 28-27 victory over St. Viator here 
Monday, February 26. The Irish stag-
ed a great rally in the closing minutes 
of the game, but EI's slender lead 
proved sufficient. 
Howard Ballard, four year veteran 
who closed his career in brilliant fash-
ion, launched the Panthers into their 
first lead of the game midway in the 
first half. Prior to that St. Viator 
held a narrow lead as Blazevich made 
four baskets out of five attempts. Bob 
Holmes, freshman luminary from 
Charleston high school, gave EI the 
spirit it needed to overhaul their 
rangier rival, and at the same time 
contributed valuable points. In the 
course of the game he made six free 
throws out of six attempts and added 
a basket for good measure. EI held a 
17-16 half lead, chiefly on the merits 
of Holmes' free tossing. 
In the second half EI took a longer 
Look for placards saying, "We ad-
vertise in Teachers College News. 
GOLDEN .RULE SHOE SHOP 
Have Your Shoes Rebuilt 
and Save Money 
WE GUARANTEE ALL WORK! 
First Door West of Square on 
Jackson 
PHONE 74 











"THE RIGHT TO LIVE" 
with Colin CLIVE 
FRIDAY ONLY-








' ' SEQ U 0 I A'' 
with Russell HARDIE 
SUNDAY & MONDAY- ' 
Dick POWELL·:· Gloria STUART 
in 
GOLD DIGGERS of 1935 
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Page Ten TEACHERS COI1LEGE NEWS Tuesday, March 12, 1935 
Old Globe Theatre Players Give Two 
Shakespeare Plays Friday Afternoon 
What Are Composite 
Coeds Made of? Oh, 
Lots of Things Nice 
Sigma Tau Delta and Writer's Club 
Launch Drive for Larger Membership 
Faculty Members, Students Com-
mend Coherent Manner in 
W·hich Plays Were Condensed. 
Debate Teams Enjoy 
Success in Meeting's 
By Roy Wilson Members of EI debate teams have 
Shakespeare's blood - and - thunder made a successful showing in their 
tragedy, "Macbeth," and his fantastic first state meetings, with three vic-
Midsummer Night's Dream were the tories out of a t ot'al ·O·f four debates 
diversified offerings staged by the Old 
Globe Theatre Players before a near-
capacity crowd in the college auditor-
ium Friday afternoon. A further bit 
of Elizabethan atmosphere was fused 
into the program during the inter-
mission when a member of the com-
pany sang several songs and ballads 
of the period, accompanying them on 
the virginal, a keyboard instrument of 
the Tudor era. 
over term-end. The men's negative 
team met Shurtleff at Alton, Thurs-
day, February 21 and won. The mem-
bers of this team are Glen R. Cooper, 
freshman, and J. P aul Reed, Junior. 
The next event was the meeting be-
tween the women's and men's affirma-
tive teams against the Greenville 
teams on Thursday, February 28 . . The 
women's team won this debate. Pro-
fessor Alan H. Monroe of Purdue Uni-
versity was the judge of the debate. 
The team consists of Florence Duncan 
and Grace Kortum, both freshmen. 
Have you met the typical Easterner 
on the campus? Perhaps you chatted 
with her yesterday in the Hall-the 
young woman who was wearing a blue 
sweater suit, or was it a brown one? 
Her hair is bobbed and waved. The 
last time you saw her she was wearing 
a braid, the variety that grows like 
Spanish moss. She h as all t he char-
acteristics of a sophomore, but is only 
a freshman. This young woman is a 
composite picture of 475 young women 
interviewed by Miss Nathile McKay, 
Dean of Women, at 
the beginning of the 
second quarter. 
If she light house-
keeps and lives in 
town, she is eighteen 
years of age, lives 
on the farm, and is 
one of three chil-
dren. Her parents, 
Typical Co-ed? both of whom are 
living, are natives of 
the state of Illinois. Her roommate's 
parents were born either in Indiana, 
Ohio, or Kentucky. 
Although, measured by certain 
Heads Are Chosen for 
'35-36 News, Warbler 
(Continued from Page 1) 
and a course in journalism last quart-
er. She is a high honor student. 
Serving with Miss Bonham as bus-
iness manager will be Charles Austin, 
a graduate of Charleston high school. 
His journaistic prep training included 
business managership of the year book 
and work on the school paper staff. He 
is present sports. editor of the N ews 
and of the Warbler. 
Vincent Kelly, business manager-
elect of the News, hails from West-
ville High, where he was editor of the 
school paper and of the year book. He 
has been a member of the News staff 
f·o·r two years. He is at present presi-
d ent of the Men's Union. 
Roy Wilson, elected head of the pub-
licit y department, edited the News in 
1933-34. He has been associate editor 
this year, in addition to s·erving on the 
Warbler staff. 
Sta.nley Mcintosh, President of 
Tau Deltans, Announces Rules 
for Club Tryouts. 
Tryouts for membership in Sigma 
Tau Delta, national honorary English 
fraternity, and f·O·r membership in the 
Writers' club open today, March 12, ac-
cording to Stanley Mcintosh, presi-
dent of the Tau Deltans. 
Aspirants for membership may enter 
original short stories, novels, one-act 
plays, three-act plays, essays, and 
poems. 
The manuscripts will be judged in 
accordance with the f·oUowing rules: 
Although each play was condensed 
into approximately fifty minutes, 
many faculty members and students 
commended the coherent manner in 
which they were staged. The version 
of "Macbeth" telescoped all of the 
high points of this drama into a com-
pact unit, while in the "Midsummer 
Night's Dream" the love story was sub-
ordinated to the mechanical features 
exemplified by the fairies and the pro-
duction of "Pyramus and Thisbe." 
The men's affirmative team lost their 
debate to Greenville. Pr·ofessor W. P. 
Sandford of the University of Illinois 
was the judge for this debate. The 
men's affirmative team members are 
Frank Day and Richard Bromley, 
sophomores. 
The men's negative team met Olivet 
College at Olivet on Friday, March 1, 
to win their second victory. 
standards, she might seem an average Ed t• } G 
student, yet this girl is no feminine I uca Iona roup 
Invitation to try for membership in 
the Writers' club is made to freshmen, 
sophomores, and juniors only; fresh-
man, sophomores, and juniors whose 
manuscripts are judged as possessing 
literary merit will be eligible to mem-
bership in the Writer's club ; sopho-
mores who have honors in English, 
and who are to maj-or or minor (first 
minor) in English, will be eligible to 
associate membership in Sigma Tau 
providing their manuscripts are ac-
cepted by the juding committee; jun-
iors who have honors in English, and 
whose m ajor •Oor minor subject (first 
minor) is English, will be eligible to 
active membership in Sigma Tau Delta 
providing their manuscripts are ac-
cepted by the judging committee. 
Carl Benton Reid displayed his ver-
satility by his portrayals of the hyper-
sensitive Macbeth and the rattle-pated 
Bottom. When the ass's head was 
placed on his shoulders in the latter 
role it seemed hardly a disguise, so 
naturally did he d~pict human-asinine 
traits. 
A leading attraction at A Century of 
Pr·ogress Exposition in Chicago last 
year, the Globe Players are presenting 
their popularized repertoire of Shakes-
peare plays on a brief tour before tak-
ing up an engagement in New York. 
Prep Press Groups 
Meet Here Saturday 
(Continued from Page 1) 
version of a Babbitt. The variety of Named by Governor 
her interests may be inferred from 
Large Vote Cast in 
Ballot on Pictures 
the range of club membership in 
either W AA, Home Economics, Glee 
Club, or Players. Many of her ac-
quaintances were made at the Wom-
en's League Tea and at t'he League 
and Union open houses. She consid-
Nine hundred and eighty-eight votes ers the entertainment courses high 
were cast for favorite pictures in the points in her college year. on sunday, 
traveling exhibits of paintings by the when she attends, she goes to the 
faculty of the Art department of the Methodist church; her roommate usu-
University of Illinois, shown by the ally attends the 
EI Art department, February 16-23. Christian church. 
All who saw the pictures were eligible If s'he chose the 
to vote. Hall for resi-
Governor Henry Horner last Tues-
day ap}:.oointed ten members he was to 
name to the Illinois Educational Com-
mission, which was created by this 
general assembly to study the prob-
lems of Illinois schools and recommend 
remedial legislation. Lieutenant Gov-
ernor Thomas F. Donovan appointed 
five members t o the commission, as 
d'id House Speaker John P. Devine. 
Jrhn A. Wieland, former EI stud-
ent and present state superintendent 
of public instruction, is one of Gov-
ernor Horner's appointees. Represen-
tative F. W. Lewis of Robinson, W. 0. 
Edwards of Danvitle, and H. D. Sparks 
of Shelbyville were among those ap-
pointed by Speaker Devine. 
All manuscripts are to be typed or 
legibly written upon 8% by 11 inch 
white paper. The name of the author, 
enclosed in a sealed envelope, must be 
attached to the manuscript; the au-
thor's name must not be written on 
the manuscript. 
All manuscripts must be placed in 
t h e Writers' club box before 12 o'clock 
Monday noon, April 1. 
Initiation is planned for the latter 
part of April. Electton of officers for 
next year will be held in May. 
"Landscape," (No. 8) by c. V. Don- den c e, she is 
ovan received 10.3 per cent of all votes. eighteen years, 
It took first place in the first and sec- six m o nth s of 
ond choices and sixth place for third age, and one of 
choice. Donovan's other "Landscape" two children in 
(No. 9) ranked second, receiving 9.09 the family. Her POPULATION AT HALL News ads wi~l tell you what Charles-
this type of publication because they per cent of au· votes cast. Third place father farms, but Or Is This She? INCREASED THIS TERM ton merchants have to offer. Watch 
think costly engraved illustrations are I went to "A c ard Game in Brittany"' his brother may --- them and trade with our advertisers. 
of primary importance. (No. 20) by William Kennedy. be a merchant or may work for the Population at Pemberton Hall was 
Mr. Williamson, president of the railroad. Both parents were born in .increased when nine girls took up liv-
Hartman-Jeffer&on Co., is secretary of Mathematics Club Illinois, but she may easily room n ext ing quarters there at the beginning of 
the Illinois Press Association and an door to a girl whose parents were the Spring quarter. 
officer in the national association. His Hears Three .Talks born in Indiana, Russia, England, or The new P emites and their home 
company also publishes the "National Kansas. She belongs to two clubs : towns are: Martha Miller, Champaign; 
Printer-Journalist," It was around How can numerals revolve? Basil Glee Club and WAA, and is interested Ruth Moore, Danville; Celia Haller, 
in dramatics. She is on a social sci-his experiences in connection with Osborne explained the process at a Carpentersville; Irma Schlobohm, 
these offices that he constructed his meeting of the Math club Wednesday ence or a home economics major. Re- Finley; Pauline Smith, Sullivan; Mil-
talk. He emphasized the importance evening. His talk was based on an ar- ligiously, this young co-ed is a conflict dred Lee, Sullivan; Edith Farrell, West-between being a Presbyterian and a 
of thorough training in journalism be- ticle in the Atlantic Monthly. Methodist. Of the entertainment ville; Virginia Gher, Arcola; and Kath-
fore any attempt is made to obtain a At the same meeting, Anna Balmer numbers, she enjoyed Salvi, the harp- ryn Walker, Charleston. 
job, and outlined many of the quali- spoke on "The Value of Analytics and ist, most of any, and considered the 
ties a good newspaper man should have Calculus in the Secondary Schools." Christmas Tea and Christmas caroling 
to succeed. "Mathematics in a Changing World" to be the outstanding social occasions 
Following the talks F. L. Andrews, was the subject of Helen Barr's talk. in the Hall. She takes life somewhat 
News adviser, spoke briefly, thanking The Math club set the date for its leisurely and plans to remain in col-
the guest speakers and delegates for annual ciphering contest. It will be lege for a four-year course. 
attending. Miss Servey closed the held April 3, with teams from any of Do you suppose living in the dormi-
meeting, giving information about the the college or high school classes eli- tory part of the time and in town the 
second annual press convention to be gble to enter. other part would give the Miss a dual 
held here late in April or early in May. personality? 
About 60 couples were present for 
the dance to recorded and radio music 
in the gymnasium honoring the visit-
ing journalists. Two floor perform-
Sonata Program to 
Be Vesper Feature TAU DELTANS TO HOLD 
OPEN HOUSE MEETING 
R. B. GLICK TO SPEAK 
BEFORE SCIENCE CLUB 
A talk on "The Science of Lighting" I 
will be given before the Science club 
at 7:15 Wednesday evening by R. B. 
Glick, divisio'n salesman for the Central 
Illinois Public Service Company. Mr. 
Glick is expected to have a m o.t ion 
picture and apparatus to illustrate his 
talk. 
MEET ME AT 
The CANDY SHOP 
Where They Have Good Things 
to Eat and Drink. 
FREE DRINKS 
Burton Clark, Mary Bear, Glenn 




3 for lOc 
W. E. HILL & SON 
Southwest Corner Square 
ances were introduced as special fea- The fifth Sunday Vesper concert 
tures of the evening's entertainment. March 24 will be. in the form of a 
Margaret Chamberlin offered two tap .sonata program, featuring Richard W. 
dances to recorded musical accompan- Weckel, violinist, and Mrs. Ethel Scott 
iment. Later Donald Cavins sang Phipps, pianist. These two gave a re-
"Desert Sing," "Solitude," and as an cital last November, both here and in 
Discussion of plans for an open 
house and the reading of one-act plays 
occupied Sigma T au Delta at its 
meeting Thursday evening. A com-
mittee composed of Stanley Mcin-
tosh, Virginia Snider, and Sarah 
Wozencraft was appointed to arrange 
for the open house. I t was ~so dedd-
ed to hold the event on March 21. 
MONTGOMERY CLEANERS, HATTERS 
& LAUNDRY 
encore, · "Tiny Little Finger Prints.'' Bloomington. 
Sharon Truitt ·Owens 
Dies from Infection 
Mrs. Sharon Truitt Owens, a senior 
in the college until her withdrawal 
from school on February 7, died in the 
Charleston hospital Sunday afternoon, 
March 3, at 12:30 o'clock. Death was 
due to lockjaw, arising from an in-
fection. She had been ill since Feb-
ruary 21, and was in a serious condi-
tion several days before her death. 
Funeral and burial services were held 
in her home town, Nokomis, Ill. 
Mrs. Owens attended the l·ocal 
schools of Nokomis, graduating from 
the Nokomis high school in 1931. She 
enrolled here in the same year on a 
four year course and would have grad-
uated in June. Previous to her mar-
riage to Jack Owens of Charleston on 
February 6 of this year, she had :>tayed 
at Pemberton Hall throughout her 
matriculation at EI. During her sopho-
more year she wa.s a member of i h e 
Hall Council. 
PatroniZe the News advertisers. 
This r ecital will mark the first time I such a program has ever been offered 
in Charleston- an all-sonata program 
for iolin and piano. The sonatas to 
be played are by Mozart, Brahms, and 
Fibich. 
SIGMA DELTA TO MEET 
WITH MISS HEISTAND 
Miss Emily Heistand, society editor 
of the Charleston Daily Courier, wm 
be hostess to the next meeting of Sig-
ma Delta Monday evening, March 18. 
All members planning to attend are 
asked to sign the paper which will be 
placed above the News box before Fri-
day evening. 
Farm and Home 
Market 
Open Each Saturday from 
9:30 till 2:00 
Dressed chickens, fresh pork, but-
ter, eggs, cottage cheese, home-
made cakes, pies, cookies, bread 
and rolls. 
% Block South of Square on 
Seventh Street 
The one-act plays were written by 
members of the club. 
Patronize tr.e News advertisers. 






PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY . 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work. 
PHONE 295 
Regardless of Price Now as Always Charleston 's Most 
Beautiful Dry Cleaning. 
608 Sixth St. Phone 68 
• 
NEW AIR-STE P 
~ . 
PUMPS 
BLACK OR BROWN 
KID 
with 
White Feather Stitching 
INYART'S Brown ~ Shoe Store 
The Eagle ~Shoe Store North Side of Square 
-giatt __, iorst 
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TAKING TO THE.WATER on the quiet Oakland Estuary, the University of California (Berkeley) 
crew opens its 1935 season with a mass review. Five of California's eight crews are shown here. 
ALL SET FOR THE JUMP ,. A group of Wells Colle_se (A urora ,· 
N .Y.) winter sports enthusiasts frolic at the Lake Placid Club. 
. WIDE WOR L D P HOTO 
CRITIC LEAVES LOUISIANA ,. Sam Mon- · 
gue (center), ousted L.S.U. journalist, has enrolled 
the University of Missouri (Cofumbia). 
INTERNATIONAL PHOTO 
WIDE WORLD PHOTO 
Left 
HIGHEST SCHOLAR ,. 
Betty Townsend has been 
awarded Panhellenic 
study prize at Rhode Island 
State College (Kingston). 
Right 
AIDS AVIATION • 
Hurd C . Willet~ (/eft), of 
M.I.T., receives prize for 
his contributions to avia-
tion progress. 
WIDE WORLD PHOTO 
Left 
SNOW BATTLE ,. 'An 
icy battle among Ma ry-
mount Co llege (Tarry-
town~ N.Y.) students. 
WIDE WORLD PHO TO 
Right • 
FAST WORKE R ,. 
Louis Dexter, 19, will 
receive his B.S. from 
the University of Chi-
cago (Illinois) after less 
than two years study. 
WIDE W O RLD PHOTO 
MAKIO QUEEN » Ruth Kirsch was selected by an 
Earl Carroll 's Vanities star as the beauty sponsor for 
the Ohio State University (Columbus) year book. 
INVESTIGATES POISONINGS,. WilliamS. Murray 
Colgate Un ive rsi ty (Hami lton, N.Y.) scientist,. s.eeks. 
solution t9 bootleg liquor deaths. 

















THE ARMY FIGHTS for possession of the bait in its fast basketball BUTLER VISITS CUBA'S PRESlDINT ,. President Nicholas Murray Butler, of Columbia Unive1 
battle with the heroes of Providence College .(R.I.). (New York City), chats with President Mendieta of Cuba. Jefferson McCaFfrey, minister to(, 
WIDE WORLD PHOTO iS shown at the riqht. . . . INTERNATIONAL H 
Cl935 
R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co. 
"THERE'S SO MUCH GOING ON in college today," says James Casey, '37, 
"that an undergraduate can hardly find time to :work everything in. I'm studying 
a business course; am mixed up in several outside activities; and, in my spare 
time, I'm doing tutoring. So naturally I feel rather weary and 'fed up' at times. 
To head off fatigue, I always turn to Camels. Smoking a Camel does 'wake up' 
my energy. It's a delightful experience! And what a great taste Camels have-
mild, yet full and rich. I never get tired of Camels. I guess that's why I smoke so 
many. But steady smoking doesn't bother me- Camels never get on my nerves." 
"TURN YOUR DIAL TO 
the WABC-Columbia Coast-to-
Coast Network for these famous 







Inimitable Casa Lorna 
Orchestra 
TUESDAY 
10:00 P.M. E. S. T. 
9:00 P.M. C. S. T. 
8:00P.M. M.S. T. 
7:00 P.M. P. S. T. 
THURSDAY 
9:00P.M. E. S. T. 
8:00P.M. C. S. T. 
9:30 P.M. M.S. T. 
8:30 Y.M. P. S. T. 
(Sicned) JAMES J. CASEY, JR., '37 
"CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF 
puts a tremendous tax upon 
your energy. But I never 
mind. I know I can always re-
store my energy quickly with 
a Camel. For you get a de-
lightful 'lift' with a Camel." 
(Siped) HELEN HICKS 
Former Women's National 
Golf Champion 
"SPEED SKAnNG takes 
an abundant supply of stam-
ina 'and energy. Camels re-
store my •pep' when I have 
used up my energy. And 
they taste so good, too. For 
sheer pleasure, there's noth-
ing like a Camel." (Signed) 
JACK SHEA, Olympic 
Champion Speed Skater 
MAGNIFY SOUND 10,000,000,000,000 TIMES ,. New York 
University (New York City) scientists heard this weevil boring into 
this grain of wheat with the sound microscope they have developed . 
RED CROSS HEAD» Milton VanHorn 
is president of the first collegiate Red 
Cross chapter. It was established at 
Salem . Colleqe (W. V a.) 
THEY'RE THE TOP » The freshman commission at Hood College (Fredenck, ·Md.) is composed of the fifteen 
members of that class who have been outstanding in extra-curricular activities. 
DEVELOP NEW TONE-VARIATOR » Northwestern University (Evanston, Illinois) co-eds record their reac-
tions for Mrs . Wyatt (right), who developed the new test instrument which is called the automatic tone-variator. 
MARCH OF DEATH » Liverpool University students 
death by drowning in the Mersey at the Pier Hedd in Li' 
EREMURUS HIMALAICUS may be just so much excess wordage to 
you, but it really is the name of this root whkh will be planted in the 
I exas State College for Women (Denton) Vtfild Aower garden. 
NOTABLES MEET AT NOTRE DAME,. Shane Leslie and Father O'Hara meet on the steps of the main building 
at Notre Dame University (Ind .) to discuss subjects of mutual interest. 
CAMPUS SERENADERS • One of the first stu9ent orchestras to be heard on the air, this organization of Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute (Troy, N.Y.) musicians has broadcast re~ularly for twelve years. 
carry their mascot, "Sister Jane," to her sudden DEBATE MUNITIONS QUESTION ,. The University of Chicago (Illinois) debate squad will meet six university 
· It was part of their annual "rag" activities. teams on the question of the nationalization of munitions. 
KEYSTONE PHOTO 
-Bison 
" Gecz, Jeff, we forgot to 
leave· a forwarding address!" 







W hat them students w on't do 
, ... publicity-· now they claim 
Prom King just bit a dog! 
W iscoNSIN O cTOPus 
"Do you inhale cigarettes?" 
"Naw, only the smoke." 
- Battalion. 
BUTCHER BOY PAJAMAS are 
indispensable if you want to hold 
your own w ith your sorority sisters. 
BUTTERICK PHOTO 
THE TUNIC EFFECT, and the fan-
tail train make this evening gown 
just the thing for spring parties. 
BUTTERICK PHOTO 
. . 
- .~ .... ·-~~.,. ~~~ . 
ONE-PIECE PAJAMAS are always popular, and 
really a necessity fo r those importa nt midnight feasts 
when one must look nice b ut informa l. 
STUDENTS MODELS,. This group of Wellesley Col-
lege (Mass.) co-eds display the latest in formal evening 
wedr for the well-dressed women students. 
WIDE WORLD PHOTO 
A liTitE' CAPE of ve lvet or heavy 
crepe worn over the evening gown 
is ideal for the party-goers. 
BUTT ERICK PHOTO 
YOU MUST OWN A ROBE DE 
STYLE this year, such as th is one with 
the "pussy-cat" bow under the chin. 
· BUTTERICK PHOTO 
In its fifty years of existence, the Rollins College cafT_lpus 
(Winter Park, Fla.) has grown from the single building shown 
at the left to a campus that covers several acres. The Pinehurst 
Cottage is now the conservatory of music. At the right are th 
newest buildings on the campus, the Annie Russell Theatr 
and the Knowles Memorial Chapel. 
THE NATIONAL 
JOY SMOKE ~,i ~.{PRINCE ALBERT USES A 
..... ,, __ 
SPECIAL PROCESS THAT TAKES OUT 
All"BITE" -IT'S .MILDER, AND BEING 
"CRIMP CUr IT BURNS LONGER-P.A.IS 





Univenity oJ Georgia 
Athens, Georgia 
It all began innocently enough 
with two well-meaning, education-
seeking boys attending the same 
prep school. 
Pete McEver and Hy Nollens ar-
rived at Gainesville on the same 
train and neither knew the other 
from the Hawkinsville courthouse. 
No, neither knew that before they 
left school on the same train two 
years later they would be ac.-
claimed as all-state forwards fo~ 
1932. 
Nor did they know that they 
would happily share each other's 
joys and sorrows as roommates for 
two years. No, neither knew that 
on the hardwood court they would 
work as a unit, as one, and that 
they would play the game for the 
lovr I of it and not for the news-
• ========~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;:::~~:;;;;;~;:~~~~~:;~~~~~~::~~~----------------~~~~~------~~~~~~~paper publicity and praise that r they got. Nei her cared bout t is 
kind of praise. 
BY JOHN MORAN 
Notre Dame ,Univenity 
(Notre Dame, Ind.) 
~IVE DOLLARS will be paid for collegiate cross word puzzles 
swtable for publication in this section. No money will be paid for 
PUZZ_l~ not used and no puzzles will be returned unless return post-
e ts mcluded. Collegiate Djgest, P. 0. Box 472, Madison, Wis. 
Horizontal 
1. Large denominational unlversl~y in 
New York City. 
1. Co-educational college in Lewiston, 
Me. 
11. University of Hawall 1abbr.1. 
12. University at Iowa City. 
13. Conjunction. 
lf. Non-sectarian Institute In Houston, 
Tex. · 
16. U.S. MUltary Academy. 
18. A considerable quantity of anything. 
18. Man's nickname. 
20. Kan.Sas State (abbr.). 
21. Male's christian name. 
23. Negative. 
25. Interrogatory exclamation. 
26. Man's nickname. 
28. "The Plghttnc Irish." 
31. Self. 
34. Secondary school that prepares one 
for college. 
35. Exclamation of surprise. 
31. Nickname of the Democratic presi-
dential candidate In una.-
38. A large body of water. 
38. University at Urbana, ru. labbr. l. 
40. CUnning, shrewd. 
42. An emblem, shaped Jlkr. a ftllet, and 
wrought uJjon a shield. 
44. Collece at Claremont, Cal. 
46. University of Alabama (abbr.). 
47. Jock sutherland's Panthers. 
51. Preposition. 
52. Unlverstty at Ithaca, N. Y. 
55. The mother of the human race. 
56. College for women at PredrlcJt, Md. 
56. Men's college at Hartford, Conn. 
eo. Co-educational college at Portland, 
Ore. 
Vertical 
1. University for men at Greenville, 
. s. c. 
2. State unlverstty In Big Ten. 
3. "Do or . , . for dear old Rutcers." 
4 . Exclamation of areeting. 
5. To rouse from sleep lput partlcl-
plel . 
8. state-supported conece at Hunting-
ton, w. Va. 
8. University degree. 
8. Non-sectarian university - a~ New Or-
leans, La. 
10. hmous old Enclt&h prep school. 
15. Co-educational college at Payette, 
Mo. 
11. University at New Haven. Conn. 
22. The 1Pr.1. 
24. Co-educational university at Eu-
. gene, Ore. (abbr.l . 
27. College for men at Hamllton. N. Y. 
29. A drama. wholly or partly sunc. 
3D, Greek preftx meaning on the out-
side. 
31. Co-educational unlversl~y at Col-
umbus, Mo. labbr.t. 
33. University at Athens, Ga. 1abbr.1. 
36. Co-educational c o 1 I e g e at Alma, 
Mich. 
38. University for men a~ Sewanee, 
~nn. 
40. In like manner. 
41. Collegiate greeting. 
43. Tha~ part of a lyric ode which fol-
lows the antlstrophe. 
45. U. 8. Naval Academy. 
48. To go 18p.l. 
-&8. Explosive. 
50. Division of the school year. 
52. College located at Cedar Rapids. Ia. 
53. Lewis Institute labbr.l. 
54. League of Nations 1abbr.l. 
55. And (Latlnt. 
57. Conjunction. 
58. Preftx meaning not. 
Answer to L.st 
W eelc' 1 Punle 
BY ROBERT McCLOUD 
State T eachen College 
(Denton, Texes) 
" The most praise either could get 
the other's razzing about a 
he had made in the last 
"Come on, Hy" became L. 
familiar expression during those 
two years because this was Pete's 
way of telling Hy that he had 
eluded his guard and was headed 
for the basket. Never once did Hy 
fail to respond to this call. 
No, neither knew that all this 
would h a p p e n . . . but it did. 
Neither hardly realized it at ,gradu-
ation two years later, and surely 
neither realized just how much 
their friendship meant when they 
were accepting scholarships to two 
different schools-Pete to Georgia 
and Hy to Georgia Tech. 
Pete was starring for Georgia 
his first year on the varsity and 
Hy, as he always did, played his 
regular steady game during the 
season. Pete was fiashy and Hy 
steady. This probably describes the 
play of these two basketball play-
ers better than any other two 
words. 
Then came the game. The game 
between Georgia and Tech- and 
with it came the usual keen rivalry 
which is present h1 all Georgia-
Tech sports: The game was close, 
in fact, with only two minutes left, 
the score was tied. Harrold, Bull-
dog guard, took a long shot and 
missed. Hy took the ball from the 
backboard and dribbled out--
"Come on, Hy." 
It was Pete calling the old fa-
mi~iar expression that had won 
them fame. 
Hy hesitated and looked at Pete, 
who was "breaking" for the basket. 
Suddenly he forgot the game, the 
intense rivalry, and his desire for 
victory. He only thought of the 
two happy years he and Pete had 
spent in prep school and the news-
papers the next morning acclaim-
ing Pete as All-American. He sud-
deply realized how much their 
friendship had meant to him. 
He passed ':lnder the basket! 
COLLEGIATE DIGEST Sec.;. 
tion is looking for ·Short Short 
stories. Manuscripts m u s t 
a.ccompanied by retUrn 
Payment at regular rates upon 
acceptance. Address: Story Edi-
tor, . COLLEGIATE DIGEST 
Section, P. 0. Box 472 Madi~ Wis. ' -... 
PROM LEADERS • Carla Meacham and Sherman Pease lead the 
colorful grand march at the University of Minnesota (Minneapolis) 
Junior Ball. Miss Meacham is a member of Delta Delta Delta soror-
ity, while Mr. Pease is a. member oF Chi Psi fraternity. 
FIVE IN ONE FAMILY attend Northern Montana College 
(Havre} They're the ~ve Kegel brothers and sisters - and they 
dcrirrr they helVe- five- more- broth~s and sisters who wtH enroll 
there in the future. · 
Right 
A REAL SET -UP 
A three-tiered set 
recently constructed 
for a RKO-Radio 
extravaganza. 
,. 
MASCOT IN TRAfNING. ,. Phil Shannon takes 
Butch, the University ol New Hampshtre- .(Dur-
ham) mascot, out for exercise. 
CORRELATING EYE AND VOICE ·,. 
ments of the eye in reading aloud are 
by this devrce- deve-lope-d by University of 
(Iowa City) scientist~ 
t 
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N COACHES DISCUSS RULES • Ted Cox, of 
ulane University (New Orleans), and Harry Mehre, of the Uni-
of Georgia (Athens), meet at the convention of the American 
II Coaches' Association. KEYSTONE PHOTO 
U. S . TRADEMARK SERIAL NUMBER 313412 
Right 
IT'S THE TAKE OFF • And 
these Washington State Col-
lege (Pullman) co-eds have 




TRY riding is one 
of the favorite 




SHE INSPIRED ALABAMA ·s ROSE BOWL VICTORY • And 
now Gail Patrick, Hollywood star, presents the new Alabama auto-
mobile license. She is a graduate of Howard College (Birmingham, 
Ala.). 
SKIING CLASS • Charles Parker, noted ski expert, is shown with a group of Mt. Holyoke Cottege 
(South Hadley, Mass.) students who are taking a course in winter sports, including skiing, snow-
shoeing, and skating. . 
THE GIRL ON THE FLYING TRAPEZE 
is Jeanne St. Pierre, of Butler University 
(Indianapolis, Ind.), who also plays basket-
ball, volleyball, tennis, archery, ping-ppng. 
Right 
GIRL AND TEA CUP ,. A beautiful 
photographic study i~ black and white of 
old lace and egg-shell china. 
Below 
STUDENT FLIERS CRASH ,. The Purdue 
University (Lafayette, Ind .) Flying Club was 
disbanded after Pilot Henry F. Hill cracked 
up the club's ship recently. 
BEAUTY AND BRAINS go together at 
the University of Southern California (Los 
Angeles), where Jean Williams is a co-ed 
Phi Beta Kappa. 
Right 
HALL OF FAME ,. One hundred 
leading U. S. citizens will make 
nominations for the eighth qurn-
quennial election of distingu-ished 
Americans to the New York Univer-
sity (N~w York City) Hall of Fame. 
HIS NOSE KNOWS ,. W. C. Fields plays the particuldr 
buyer and little Freddie Bartholomew the boy David in 
David Copper~eld. 
TO EXPLORE UNKNOWN ACROPOLIS ,. University of Chicago 
(Illinois) anthropologists will soon begin work again on a trunCAted 
pyramid erected in Southern Illinois by an unknown race. 
PILED UP » An exciting bit of action during the basketball game between Creighton Universi~ 
(Omaha) and the Okldhomd Agriculturdl dnd Mechanical College (Stillwater). Creighton won 
30 to 22. KEYSTONE PHOTC 
019136 
R.:I.BeynoldaTob. Co. 
"STUDIES ARE HARDER than they used to be," says Bissett, '35. "Competition 
in all outside activities is keener. I'm studying law myself-insurance law. The 
prospect of combing over old case histories at night-reading up on dry prece-
dents and decisions-is pretty heavy going-especially as I'm tired to begin with! 
But Camels help me through. If I feel too tired to concentrate, I sit back and light 
a Camel Soon I feel refreshed. I can renew my studies with fresh energy. As Camels 
taste so grand, I smoke a lot. But I have never had Camels bother my nerves." 
HIT SHOW 
OF tHE AIR! 








CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA 
TUESDAY THURSDAY 
10:00 P.M. ·E.S.T. 9:00P.M. E.S.T. 
9:00P.M. C.S.T. 8:00P.M. C.S.T. 
8:00 P.M. M.S.T. 9:30 P.M. M.S.T. 
7:00P.M. P.S.T. 8:30P.M. P.S~T. 
OVERCOAST-TO-COASTW ABC-COLUMBIAN"JrrwORK 
(Signed) WILUAM F. BISSETT, '35 
"WHEN 'BLUE' spells 
come on or I'm tired and jit-
tery from a busy day, I tum 
to Camels. In no time after 
smoking a Camel, fatigue 
slips away. I have the energy 
to face the next task. And 
what a delightful flavor 
Camels have! I never seem 
to tire of them." (Signed) 
ELIZABETH CAGNEY, '3.5 
"THERE ARE PLENTY 
of times when I get tired. Then 
I smoke a Camel. For I have 
always noticed that Camels 
help a lot in easing the strain 
and r(mewing my 'pep.' I 
smoke Camels a lot. They 
taste so good, and never 
affect my nerves." (Signed) 
E. H. PARKER, Chief Pilot 
Eastem Air Lines 
Left 
GUESTS ,. Dele-
gates to the Smi.th 
College alumnae 
association · con-
vention call at the 
White House to 
pay their respects 
to Mrs. Roosevelt. 
They were ac-
compan ied by W. 
A . Neilson, pres-
ident of the col-
lege. 
KEYSTONE PHOTO 
IT'S AN UPSIDE-DOWN WORLD for Dick Durrance, Dartmouth College (Hanover, 
N.H.), who was caught turning a somersault on skis by the cameraman. He is eastern 
downhill skiing champion . 
MODERN HOME 
EXPOSITION 
TRACK SPEEI:5STER ,. Harry Williamson, Uni-
versity of North Carolina (Chapel Hill) run-
ning star, works out on that institution's 
practice track in preparation for a heavy 
schedule of competitive meets. 
KEYSTONE PHOTO 
WINS A WARD ,. C . W. Bracken, University of 
Washington (Seattle) grdduate, with his prize-winning 
home exposition poster. WIDE WORLD PHOTO 
INDIANA'S SPEEDSTER ,. Charles Horn-
bostel, Indiana University (Bloomington), wins 
1 ,000-yard run at Boston meet. 
KEYSTONE PHOTO 
NEW INVENTION AIDS 
Leonard Carrnichae1, of Brown 
oped thi-s apparatus . for phnrnor~n""" 
human brain. 
SHE SMASHED A MIRROR to 
three successive years beauty quee 
ville), belie.ves she c1ttracts good I 
SABERS FLASH a welcome to Colonel Carol Leary and Jecm Burke when they ardve at the Creighton 
University (Omahd, Neb.) Phalanx Ball. They reign supreme over aH military functions at their university. 
FLEES CAMPUS CROWD ,. Nathan Y ago I, Emory Uni-
versity (Atlanta) student, was chased off the Oglethorpe 






• Dr. Herbert.Jasper and Dr. 
(Providence, R.I.), have devel-
currents" given off by the 
KEYSTONE PHOTO 
pictures! Mary Joe Matthews, for 
Universi ty of Virginia (Charlottes-
king looking glasses. 
Right 
TESTS BARGES 
Prof. Martin E. 
Johnson, of the 
Universityoflowa 
(Iowa City), is 
testing a minia-
ture barge on a 
model of the Ten-
nessee Valley 
power project as 
part of the exten-
sive research he 
is doing for the 
.NA. 
CO-ED COLONEL ,. Natalie Ring has been 
chosen as the honorary cadet colonel of the 
University of Wichita (Kdn.) Reserve Officers' 
Training Corps. She will act as the organiza-
tion's sponsor at the annual military ball. NAVY TAKES TO THE POOL ,. The vusity midshipmen went through thetr .paces 
in the indoor tank when Coach Buck Walsh called them out for their first practice 
session at the United States Naval Academy (Annapolis). WIDE woRLD PHOTo 
COACHES DISCUSS RULES ,. These middle-
west coaches gathered in New York to attend 
the football coaches' convention. 
KEYSTONE PHOTO 
BEST SOLDIER ,. Otto N. Raths, Jr., is the cadet 
colonel of the College of St. Thomas (St. Paul, Minn.) 
corps. 
• The cosmic ray detector, or hodoscope, was 
. fohr the ~rst_ time at the Franklin Institute (Philadelphia). The 
. 
10 t e holes Indicate the paths of the cosmic rays which pass 
Instrument. . WIDE WORLD PHOTO 
THE COACH RIDES while the other members of the Magdalen (England) eight cdrry their oars to the 
boathouse for an afternoon's practice in preparation for the 0. U. Torpids. KEYSTONE PHOTO 
"I'm tired. I bet you 
were out late last nightl" 
-Owl 
"ALL RIGHT. WISE GUY, 
HOW DO I GET IT 
BACK ON?" 
-Show JJ1e 
"I thought I was taking her on 
the date. but she took me;· 
wailed the Phi Psi. as he 
counted his bank-roll. 
-Dodo 
You'll raise that 'scholarship' 
to five hunnert? Ya too late! -1 jus' 
dosed wit Sigma Nu fer four hunnert 
an' fifty!" -Purple Parrot 
s~~,~ 
?::::;:" n .. f-.-4 O,..t. 
"So you didn't know 
it was loaded!" 
-Pointer. 
--
SMART ACCESSORIES FOR MEN ! 
Any fashionable preview of the fash ionable men 's accessories 
must include stripes and plaids in every form and variety, that is 
except in sweater-shirts and sports pants. With the striped shirts 
you may wear either the plain white collar or a collar of the same 
Blue ribbon riding fashion winners of the 18BOs and the 1930s -
well, at least these riding costumes were the "winners" at 
Wheaton College (Norton, Mass.) during th.ese decades. You 
material as the shirt itself. The smartest models come with the 
negligee button-down collars or the wide Prince of Wal es collars. 
For information on what is correct men's wear write: Fdshion 
Editor, Collegiate Digest, P.O. Box 472, Madison, Wis. 
COURTESY ARROW AND CHARTER HOUSE 
will notice that the gay co-ed of the '80s really couldn't possibly 
have been riding for the sport in it, and it's our guess thdt it W45 
the fashionable, not the sporty, th~ng to do. 
Right 
UPI • CO<tch Joe Wood gives 
Ydle University (New Haven, Conn.) 
I squad its ~rst pep talk. 
KEYSTONE PHOTO 
ATTEND CELEBRATION • These Eng-
lish notables are headed for the cSnni-
ve:rsdry de:bate at Aberdeen University 
($cotlcmd). . KEYSTONE PHOTO 
BY ROBERT McCLOUD 
St.te T e.dten College 
(Denton, Jexu) 
DOLLARS will be paid for collegiate cross word puzzles 
for publication in this section. No money will be paid for 
. . not used and no puzzles will be returned unless return post-
IS mcluded. Collegiate Digest, P. 0. Box 472, Madison, Wis. 
1. University noted for its college or 
mediclne. 
6. University in Indiana. 
11. Holds keys to Heaven. 
14. Eleven (Roman) . 
16. Hot. 
17. New York. 
18 . . -Part of to be. 
20. Kansas City. 
21. DeJlnite article (Scot.l . 








34. 104 (Roman). 
35. Boy's name. 
36. Part of to be. 
31. Rodent. 
40. Without (Prench I . 
41. Mexican (slang). 
43. Stage curtain. 
45. High in pitch. 
<H. Pa.ther. 
47. Hla Majesty (abbr.). 




56. PacUlc state. 
51. University ln Macon, Georgia. 
51. University in Indiana. 
Vertical 
1. Southwestern atate. 
2. Letter sip. 
3. Academlae Americanae Socius. 
4. Boy's nickname. 
5. Perform. 
6. God. 
7. Volcano In Stelly. 
a. Small .stake. 
9. Academie Royale. 
10. University in llllchiran. 
12. Chemical symbol. 
13. Paid. 




22. Oldest university tn U. 8. 
24. Group of footba.ll players. 
26. Pronoun. 
27. Neratlve. 
28. Onetime secretary of Smithsonian 
Institution. 
30. Postacript. 
32. Before Christ. 
35. Sodium chloride. 
36. Associated Press. 
37. KUsical note. 
st. Labor. 
40. Oollege in No]th C&rollna. 
41. To leave (Spanish). 
42. Chirrup. 
44. Author of "Home. Sweet Home." 
<H. Wan. 
48. Food list. 
51. CUI-de- . . . . 
52. Pretlx. 
53. Gypsy. 
54. Porm of masculine address. 
55. Credtt. 
56. Advertisement. 





(olleg~ · for Women 
D-enton, Texas 
Curtis Hall. curly-haired idol of 
the co-eds at small Sweet Gum 
College a way back in the iilneties, 
·could hardly wait for the breakfast 
bell. "I'll be sure to know her," he 
~arnestly told his confidante and 
friend, Johnny King. "She's bound 
to have a big, purplish stain right 
in the middle of her le{t cheek. i ~ 
I've made too many of these blood-
bruises on Sis not to know how. 
We'll see all the girls as they come 
)n, and if there's any vacancies ru 
know who to look for." 
He walked up and down the room 
in impatience. Johnny looked at 
him rather curiously. "Hard hit, 
old man. aren't you?" he said 
sympathetically. "Would you mind 
beginning at the beginning and 
telling me what tJ:Us is all about?'' 
Curtis waved his hands hope-
lessly. "I. don't know whether I 
know or not. All I can say is that 
I woke up in the night and heard 
someone walking in the hall. I 
didn't pay any especial attention, 
until the footsteps stopped light in 
front of my door, and then I heard 
another sound that scared me 
plenty. It was old Grundy, the 
night matron. coming down the 
halls on one of her surprise visits 
to our end of the dormitory. Then 
all at once my door opens and the 
night prowler was right there in 
my room. 
"What was I to do? I lay there 
afraid to move. If I let her know 
that I knew she was there, she was 
likely to run out right in the face 
of Mrs. Grundy, and then there 
would be the deuce to pay. 
"But nothing happened. Old 
Grundy came on, passed the door. 
went on down the hall. I could 
hea.r the girl getting her breath, 
but she didn't make any motion to 
go. Just stood still. Scared to 
move, I reck;on. 'Who's there?' I 
whispered. 
"At that she made a dive for the 
door. But I was too quick for her." 
Curtis grinned rather sheepishly. 
"Somehow I was determined to find 
out who she w.as. I got betwee~ 
her and the door. I could hear her 
heart hammeljng like it was try. 
ing to get out of her body, but she 
wouldn't say a word. Just strug-
gled to get by. 
" 'Tell me who you are, and ru 
let you go,' I told her. 1:'here's no 
use to be afraid, but I want to 
know who my company is at this 
time of night'." 
Johnny was listening with his 
mouth wide open. "Great Jehoso-
phat,'' he said, "what if she had of 
screeched on you." 
"Not her,'' proudly answered CUr-
tis, "that little girl had courage. 
That's why I. am so anxious to 
know more about her. She wouldn't 
say a word. Just · held tight to a 
bowl in her hands-not one sound 
could I get out. Qf her. Wh.en she 
saw that she ebbld not pass. she 
quit struggling .aid then I tnew 
I'd have to do-, something if· I was 
to find out. Y()U; remember that 
old trick I had :of making blue 
spots on Sis by sucking up the skin 
between my lips, Well, I don't 
know what made me do it,'' and to 
his credit Curtis looked shame-
faced, "but I grabbed her all at 
once and sucked uP the .skin on her 
face. in my lips right where I knew 
it would leave a stain that I could 
tell her by today. Then, she was 
gone-just like that. And . I never 
slept another wink. And now-;Oh! 
there's the bell. Let's go." 
The boys entered the breakfast 
room decorously, stood respectfullJ 
behind thefr chairs with the other 
boys while the girls filed in from 
the other door to the opposite side 
of the table. Curtis' gue roved 
h.astily up and down the lines. 
There was a simultaneous gasp 
from all the boys in the room. 
Every girl had a small piece of 
court-plaster right in the middle 
·of her left cheek. Curtis had not 
counted on the courage of the little 
girl to tell the Dean what had hap-
pened or the Dean's resourcefulness 
in meeting the emergency that con-
fronted her. 
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A DEAN RELAXES ,. C. Horton Talley, 
Nebraskd Wesleyan University (Lincoln), 
wields a swift paddle in a University of Iowa 
(Iowa City) tourney. 
Left 
WATERY 
DEATH is meted 
out to "Sister 
Jane" by Liver~ 
pool. University ,_. 
students during 




TORY HILL ,. 
Th is is a daytime 
view of the spot 
on the University 
of Wisconsin 
(Madison) cam-
pus made so fa-
mous by When It's ~~~--IIi~ Dark On Observ- ·-





TION ,. 1935 is the 
50th year in the history 
of Rollins College(Win-
ter PMk, Fla.). 
MIRROR COACHING is the latest aid to collegiate rowers 
in England. He.re is a member of the Oxford University 
crew learning about th e new device. 
KEYSTONE PHOTO 
AT THE PEAK of a perfect jack-knife dive, Al bert 
Kreinheder, of Buffalo State Teachers College (N.Y.) 
shows the spectators at a recent meet h~w it's done. 
